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Between THE Lines
By Sandy Coleman, EDITOR

Working on a life of consequence

Letters

Teams deserve attention
I was intrigued to read the article
about the celebratory return of
the 1993–94 women’s winning
basketball team. I am really happy
that Wheaton has embraced athletics as an important part of college
life and college marketing. It made
me reflect on my athletic career at
Wheaton.
I was a varsity field hockey and
lacrosse player for four years in the
mid-1980s at Wheaton. We traveled
all over New England and even
many places on the East Coast. One
year we played Ursinus College in
Pennsylvania in the NCAA lacrosse
championship playoffs. One field
hockey season we played in upstate
New York at the NCAA playoffs.
I was very proud to play on those
 Wheaton Quarterly

yearning to be more than the objective
bystander. I wanted to get off the sidelines
and have a career that allowed me to fully
participate in life in a way that journalists
can’t do for fear of conflicts of interest,
either real or perceived.
For example, my husband is on the
board of an organization that helps victims
of domestic abuse. The organization
needed a volunteer grant writer. I wanted
to do it, but couldn’t. Potential conflict.
There are plenty of other examples that
led me to consider a new direction in my
professional life.
I was seeking a place where I would be
free to live my life to its fullest potential
and be inspired to even go beyond that.
What better place than Wheaton?
I knew this was it the moment I read
the course catalog, which talks about
Wheaton’s aim to prepare students “for
lives of consequence in the 21st century
and beyond.” That is a goal that we all can
pursue in a rapidly changing world that so
desperately needs our help. So, here I am.

winning (and sometimes losing)
teams and we were a great marketing tool for the college. The athletes
sacrificed a lot of time to play for
and promote Wheaton. At that time
in history, Wheaton did not fully
embrace athletics. I often felt that
the majority of the faculty thought
it was a distraction and we were
often penalized for missing class due
to a game. Only a few parents and
roommates dotted the sidelines of
our games.
We planned our own reunions
and celebrations. There was a great
group of enthusiastic lacrosse alums
who would come back every father’s
weekend for a lacrosse game (led by
the famous Skip Danforth). That was
one of the highlights of the year.
I was an average student and a
decent athlete. But there were some
outstanding academic athletes in my

How fitting that the cover story of this
Quarterly is about how the “Connections”
curriculum is pushing students toward
their fullest potential. These global citizens-in-the-making say they are learning
that life is full of links and there are many
ways of looking at the same subject matter.
Examples of students reaching out as
global citizens can be found in the story
about Breann Day ’07 and Evelyn Sanders
’08. They created and found funding for
a science program in Ecuador that not
only teaches children scientific concepts,
but also, as Hannah Benoit writes, raises
“global ecological awareness.”
And speaking of awareness, that’s
something alumna and children’s book
author Robie H. Harris ’62 spends a lot of
time promoting with her series of straightforward books about the human body,
one of which has been translated into
28 languages. As Harris illustrates, the
power of knowledge applied thoughtfully
and with compassion is a universal force
for good. Q

era and we had a lot of fun playing
on teams for Wheaton. And we put
Wheaton on the map in those days.
I never see much about any of these
great women in your alumnae/i
news and I hope you have not
lost/forgotten this generation of great
Wheaton promoters who were way
ahead of their time.
Karen Schroder ’87

Reaction to profile reaction
I was struck by President Crutcher’s
comment in the spring 2007 issue
that “Studies show that students ...
learn more from people of different backgrounds and experiences
who challenge them to think deeply
about their own beliefs and ideas.”
Reading the Quarterly letters
column, I thought the reactions to
the winter 2007 James Hirni profile
threw an even brighter light on

President Crutcher’s statement.
I’d like to think Wheaton alumnae/i of all ages continually test the
reasons behind their beliefs. That
includes listening with open ears to
opinions that differ from our own, if
only to reinforce our ability to think
critically, engage in debate and defend our own ideas. I may not agree
with Mr. Hirni’s choices, but suggesting that it’s wrong for Wheaton
to feature him in a profile is equally
disturbing.
Ann Peoples ’79
Letters to the editor: The Quarterly
welcomes letters to the editor on topics
you’ve read in these pages or on other
topics concerning the Wheaton community.
Please address your letters to:
Sandy Coleman, editor
Wheaton Quarterly
Wheaton College
	Norton, MA 02766
or send an e-mail to
quarterly@ wheatoncollege.edu

Keith Nordstrom

Before I came to Wheaton in February as
the Quarterly’s new editor, I had spent my
entire professional life working for newspapers as an editor and reporter covering
everything from town government and
regional trends to the arts and education.
It was—and still is—a noble profession. However, increasingly I found myself

CONVERGENCE

Len Rubenstein

Nicki Pardo

Making science a hot topic
The Oscar that Al Gore
won for his movie, An
Inconvenient Truth,
coupled with the film’s
box office success,
illustrates that global
climate change has
been accepted as fact.
An international panel
of scientists recently
concluded, for the first
time, that it is almost a
certainty that humangenerated greenhouse
gases account for most
of the global rise in temperatures over the past
half-century. At the same
time, Congress has established several new
committees to consider the issue in hearings
that happen almost daily, according to the
journal Nature. Nearly every candidate for
president has taken a stand on what should
be done and when. And town meeting voters throughout New Hampshire spent the
spring considering climate change referenda
that they hope will lead to more attention
on the issue when primary season begins in
earnest.
The journey that brought us to this moment illustrates the value of cross-disciplinary study. The evidence that informs
our understanding of the issues of global
warming were collected by biologists and
meteorologists, archeologists and geologists,
chemists and social scientists. When collected and connected, the work of hundreds
of researchers makes it clear that the Earth’s
rising temperature represents a trend that
could have a catastrophic effect in the future, and alarmingly, perhaps not all that far
into the future.
Yet our ability to act on the scientific evidence that points
to humans’
role in global
climate change
depends upon
broader societal
and political
understanding of

the issues. The difficulty of achieving social
and political consensus around a new idea
with troubling implications is evident in our
slow and halting attempts to grapple with
the problems that human civilization and industry have created. Clearly, fluency in the
methods and meaning of scientific endeavor
is important not only for scientists, but for
all citizens, particularly those who are in
positions of leadership.
Questions of science lie at the heart of
many of our most complicated and urgent
public policy debates, and not only those
related to global warming. Scientific and
quantitative literacy is essential for every
educated citizen who wants to parse a
candidate’s report on the economy, evaluate
the health risk factors associated with their
lifestyle choices or critique the suitability of
public policy initiatives to guard against a
pandemic.
Liberal arts colleges can play an important role in meeting the challenges we face
as a society. Higher education researchers note that liberal arts colleges produce
a disproportionately large share of the
scholars who earn advanced degrees in the
sciences. One study showed that although
liberal arts colleges enrolled only 8 percent
of all four-year college students from 1990
to 1995, their graduates received more
than 17 percent of all the Ph.D.’s awarded
in science. The close interaction between

By Ronald A. Crutcher, President

students and faculty that
liberal arts colleges offer
undoubtedly plays a critical role in the liberal arts
college difference.
Wheaton exemplifies
the strength of the liberal
arts colleges’ contributions to science study. The
college’s faculty members
are recognized leaders in
their fields—be it the study
of mercury contamination
of marine life, the geology
of distant parts of our solar
system or the development
of high-powered lasers.
And as these professors pursue their research, their insights as
practicing scientists inform classroom and
laboratory teaching. Faculty research also
creates opportunities for students to become
involved in scientific study as undergraduates, and in many cases, to share authorship
on a journal article or conference presentation. For example, six Wheaton students
working with biology professors Bob Morris
and Shawn McCafferty were listed as coauthors of an article in the journal Science
for their contributions to sequencing the
genome of the sea urchin. Such experiences
inspire students to pursue advanced study,
and set them apart when applying for admission to doctoral programs and for scholarships. Indeed, one of the students involved
in the sea urchin research, Ashlan Musante
’08, won a Goldwater Scholarship that recognizes her promise as a future scientist.
Thanks to the college’s “connected”
curriculum, Wheaton is uniquely well
suited to promote a collaborative approach
to the natural sciences and quantitative
analysis. Modern science relies on teams of
researchers rather than the solitary scientist
of popular imagination. Wheaton’s science
faculty has a strong tradition of encouraging
cross-disciplinary explorations that promote
an appreciation for the power of science
and mathematics as ways of knowing. The
importance of continuing and strengthening
that tradition cannot be overstated. Q
Summer 2007 
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Luncheon keynote speaker shares recipe
for Sesame Street’s international flavor
Nearly four decades ago, Sesame Street began reaching into
American homes to entertain and educate children. Today, children
in more than 120 countries learn important lessons from international versions of the TV show.
The international success stems from close collaborations with
local experts in the countries for which the shows are produced,
Charlotte Frances Cole told a gathering of 100 Wheaton faculty,
staff and students who attended the International Women’s Day
Luncheon in March.
Cole, whose son Luis Santana ’07 also attended the luncheon, is
the vice president for Education and Research at Sesame Workshop
in New York. She oversees the research and curriculum development on the company’s international co-productions, including
adaptations of the preschool program Sesame Street.
“Sesame Street is a show that’s a lot more than just a bunch of
furry creatures who inhabit space,” she said. “It’s all over the world.
And it’s really designed to delight boys and girls in an engaging and
culturally appropriate way.”
The lunch was sponsored by Wheaton’s Women’s History Month
Committee and the Center for Global Education. Cole talked about
Sesame Street programs in South Africa and Egypt because they
focus on educating girls.
In South Africa, the program seeks
to help children cope with
the stigma of AIDS using a
Muppet who is HIV positive.
In Egypt, the target is literacy

because the rate among young women is so low. A lead character
there is a vibrant girl Muppet who can do anything.
“Of course, we don’t pretend that any media project is going to
save the world,” said Cole. “But we do hope that through Sesame
Street we’re moving the needle a little bit.” Q

Crutcher attends national education summit
Wheaton President Ronald
Crutcher was invited to participate in a national summit
on reform in higher education

 Wheaton Quarterly

with U.S. Secretary of Education
Margaret Spellings.
The Department of Education
sponsored the daylong session to consult with leaders in
higher education, business and
philanthropy as a follow-up to
recommendations for reform
made by her Commission on the
Future of Higher Education in
September. The panel’s report
focused on recommendations
to improve access, affordability
and accountability in higher
education.
President Crutcher is playing a leadership role in efforts
aimed at measuring the ef-

fectiveness of a college education, and in demonstrating the
value of the liberal arts. He is
co-chair of Liberal Education
and America’s Promise (LEAP),
a national initiative promoting
liberal education.
Wheaton’s president also
serves on the board of the
American Council on Education
and recently spoke about the
need for a culture of accountability in higher education.
“If we are to meet the needs
of an increasingly diverse
population, make education
accessible, and make excellence
inclusive, then we have no

choice but to promote change,”
he told the assembled higher
education leaders. “We
need to challenge traditional
structures, to take risks with
new models, and to establish
a student-centered culture
of rigorous assessment of
outcomes and self-directed (not
externally imposed) continuous
improvement.”
The summit was held in
Washington on March 22 and
included about 300 selected
participants from the worlds
of academe, business, philanthropy, and elementary and
secondary education. Q

Students take a global view
Uganda, South Africa, Egypt, Cambodia. Those are just a few of the 32 countries in which
Wheaton students studied abroad this academic year through the Center for Global
Education. The program is growing in popularity, said Sue Atkins, Director of Study
Abroad. This year, 259 students studied outside of the United States. Annually, the center
highlights the abroad experience by sponsoring the Eye on the World International Photo
Contest and Exhibition. In November, the ninth annual contest awarded 15 students prizes in five categories—wildlife, landscape, architecture, cultural perspectives and portrait.
According to Atkins, the contest “creates a way for the Wheaton community to acknowledge what the students have done overseas. It’s a celebration through photographs.” Q

First-place winners are:
Wildlife
Jennifer Schuman ’07
Landscape
Samuel Bruehl ’07
Architecture
Jessica Woodyard ’07
Cultural perspectives
Celine Manekin ’09
Portrait and best overall
Lauren Gates ’07

Italy: This man was riding on a four-hour bus ride with me to a
small town in Sardinia. He spoke French, but no English or Italian.
By conversing in French, we discovered we traveled to that town
for the same reason. We both were visiting an old hippie commune on the beach. (First place portrait, Lauren Gates)

Cambodia: Ancient temple face is a common
decoration meant to pay respect to the gods.
(First place architecture, Jessica Woodyard)

South Africa: When shoes are scarce, a
mismatched pair is all this boy has to wear to
play basketball. (First place cultural perspectives, Celine Manekin)
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A Minute with …

Jenna

Brill ’07

Tim Morse

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION: In January, Brill overcame
her nerves and traveled to Park City, Utah, where
she spent 12 days at the Sundance Film Festival as a
volunteer usher. “I lived in a ski condo on a mountain
with six complete strangers.” LIVE AND LEARN: Brill
also received free tickets to every movie shown
at the festival. Many of them were experimental
films that “asked me to question my beliefs and
feelings on various subjects,” she said. Brill calls her
experience “a rite of passage” because she learned
“a vital life lesson: without taking risks, one cannot
grow and develop as an individual.” THE DREAMS
WE SEE: Film has been important to the English and
religion studies double major all her life. As a high
school student, she volunteered for four years at the
Hamptons International Film Festival, and the festival
manager recommended her to Sundance’s organizers.
“During high school, I became really interested in
the impact that film has on our society and how it
has become the voice of a generation.” STOP THE
PRESSES: On campus, Brill is known for writing the
Wheaton Wire newspaper’s popular Sex and the
Dimple column each week. “It is definitely a balance
to write something that my fellow students will want
to read, but that’s not going to be embarrassing next
time I’m in class.” TEN YEARS FROM NOW: “In my lovely
vision of life, I’ll have left New York, having lived
the bohemian life of an artist, and now be president
of some sort of film marketing company—and on my
way to my eighth child.”
—Ted Nesi ’07

 Wheaton Quarterly

Test driving the road
to success
This winter, seniors preparing for the world
of work got a chance to try out their skills
through a non-credit professional development seminar that was part of the Wheaton
Initiative for Leadership Learning (WILL). The
initiative is a partnership between various
campus offices: the Filene Center for Work
and Learning, the Athletics Department,
the Office of Student Life, and the Office of
Alumnae/i Relations & Annual Giving.
Entitled “Beyond the Bubble: Meet, Eat and
Dress for Success,” the mini-course allowed
students to learn the ins and outs of professional attire, the secrets of successful networking and business dinner etiquette. Students
also did mock job interviews with a human
resources professional from a local business.
Associate Dean of Student Life Claudia
Bell said that the program came about from
a growing awareness around campus that in
order to produce leaders, a college education must include the essential basics of the
professional world.

Keith Nordstrom

Runway-ready art
From candy wrapper dresses to clay shoes,
the recent exhibition “Fashion Statements:
The Fine Art of Faux Apparel” in the Beard
Gallery highlighted the unwearable wearables of 16 artists from across the country
and the Wheaton community.
Curated by Professor of Art Ann Murray
and artist Ingrid Goldbloom
Bloch, the exhibition featured
clothing as sculpture. The art
form takes everyday materials—tea bags, tomatoes,
aluminum cans, paper—and manipulates them
into sculptural shapes that
resemble clothing. “Artists
devote entire careers to
clothing as a sculptural form.
It is an art form in itself,”
said Goldbloom Bloch.
Murray and Goldbloom
Bloch found an abun-

“As society grows more
and more complicated—and
it’s really becoming very complex—leadership becomes
even more important,” she
said, adding that more attention must be paid to developing young leaders.
“I see this [course] as icing
on the cake,” Bell explained.
“You don’t want to do four
years of hard work, only to
have it all fall apart in an
interview session.”
Melissa Grove ’07, a psychology major who hopes to
work in higher education advising after graduation, found
the mini-course very valuable.
“Beyond the Bubble is great because it
provides a venue for seniors to learn about
and practice for real-world scenarios,”
Grove said. “I’ve told many of my friends
dance of artists across the country who create this cutting-edge art. In most cases, artists
focus on a single material, such as beads or
paper, and use it in all their work. For this
particular show, Murray and Goldbloom
Bloch were only interested in sculptural
clothing.
Featured artist Erica Spitzer Rasmussen,
who gave a lecture at the exhibit opening,
mostly works with paper. She created a jacket out of handmade
paper, tea bags, human and
animal hair, waxed linen,
velvet and flax. Wheaton
Professor of Art Tim
Cunard also had pieces in
the exhibit.
The delicate nature of
the art and the complexity
of the materials made this
exhibition a challenge to
install. Jay Spriggs ’09, who
works at the Beard Gallery,
helped set up this show.

Dean Bell points out fashion don’ts.

at other schools about the course, and they
all said they wish they had this opportunity, too.” Q
—Ted Nesi ’07
Installation took
about five days.
He found it to
be particularly
difficult. “This
exhibit was a lot
more free-form
than the others
I have done,” he said. “Every piece needed
to be presented in a unique way because
each was so distinctive.”
The companion exhibition in the Weil
Gallery, “The Well Dressed Foot,” featured
a selection of shoes from the Lucy A.
Morse Collection of the Wheaton archives,
given in memory of her mother, Lydia
Brownell Smith Morse, Class of 1850. “My
idea was to contrast the clothing-based
sculptures in the Beard Gallery with the
wearable shoes, many of which appear
to be unwearable, as in the case of the
Chinese shoes for women with bound
feet,” said Murray. Q
—Anna Wistran Wolfe

Web extra: To see a slideshow of the installation process, please visit: http://www.wheatoncollege.edu/news/fauxapparel/slideshow.html
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Faith, service and fellowships
Derron J.R. Wallace ’07 began the spring
semester with a disconcerting question:
what would he do after graduation?
While not unique, the student government president found the problem unsettling. And then the solution came—all in a
week.
First, he won a Watson Fellowship, providing $25,000 for a year of study abroad.
Then, he received a $10,000 grant from
100 Projects for Peace, supporting a summer community service project.
“I was delighted and very pleased to learn
that my commitment to educational innovation and critical theological inquiry would
be strengthened for at least one more year,”
the Wheaton Posse Scholar said.
With the Watson Fellowship, the 2006
Phi Beta Kappa inductee plans to study the

link between the Pentecostal movement
and community service through visits to
faith communities in Europe, Africa and the
Caribbean. He will use his 100 Projects for
Peace grant to establish small school libraries and provide school uniforms for children in poverty-stricken areas of his native
Jamaica and in Tanzania.
Wallace was not the only student to win a
grant from 100 Projects for Peace, the initiative launched by philanthropist and internationalist Kathryn Wasserman Davis, mother
of Wheaton Trustee Diana Davis Spencer
’60. Caitlin O’Connor ’08 and Ashley Mott
’08 penned a winning proposal to expand an
established after-school program in Sing’isi,
Tanzania, by building a new classroom.
In addition, five Wheaton people—Laura
Burr ’07, Rose Maizner ’06 , Shanita Gopie

’07, Sarata Toriola ’07, Laura Tschop ’07—
won Fulbright Scholarships for study abroad
next year. Complete details on the college’s
2007 scholars can be found online at www.
wheatoncollege.edu/scholars. Q

Sharing a different perspective

Marlyn Cabrera ’07
 Wheaton Quarterly

Albi Skenderi ’09

Amanda Nelson ’07

Common Ground: Seeing Issues We Share from Perspectives
We Don’t.” The program is co-sponsored by the Marshall
Multicultural Center, the Office of Service, Spirituality and
Social Responsibility, and the Wheaton Initiative for Leadership
Learning.
The goal is “to create a space for dialogue to address larger
social questions we face as a society,” said Associate Dean for
Academic and Campus Life Alex Vasquez.
Joining Magong and Hirsi on the panel were four other Wheaton
students who immigrated to the United States: Marlyn Cabrera
’07, who came from the Dominican Republic; Hui Gen Chen ’08,
from China; Albi Skenderi ’09, from Albania; and Sophie Wood
’10, a triple citizen of the United States, Canada and France.
“Their experiences reflect the variety of paths immigrants take
to America,” said panel moderator Amanda Nelson ’07, an international relations major. Q
—By Ted Nesi ’07

Abraham Magong ’10

Sophie Wood ’10

Hui Gen Chen ’08

Kadija Hirsi ’09

Keith Nordstrom

When she was eight years old, Kadija Hirsi ’09 saw her grandfather killed beside her, a victim of stray shrapnel in the chaos of
the Somali civil war. In the harrowing years that followed, Hirsi
fled her homeland, first to a Kenyan refugee camp, and later to the
United States.
“If we stayed there in the camps we were in, I don’t think we
would have lasted,” Hirsi said. “Coming to the U.S. was a paradise.
You’re going to go somewhere where you get an education, where
your family can have a better life.”
Abraham Magong ’10 also left Africa. In his case, he escaped the
21-year civil war in southern Sudan, a bloody conflict that raged
long before the crisis in Darfur.
“I managed to stay alive until I was 17,” Magong said, “but I
knew if I stayed I’d have to fight as a rebel.”
Magong and Hirsi shared their stories at a March panel, “Shaping
Identity: The Different Faces of Immigration,” in Mary Lyon Hall.
Their discussion inaugurated the college’s new series, “Beyond

Michael Dwyer

Making the transition from art students to artists
The chance to test out the real world
before graduation is an opportunity many
undergraduates would consider invaluable. Six Wheaton artists recently had
such an experience when their artwork
was professionally displayed for sale at
New Civilitea, a gallery, tea shop and
gathering space in Salem, Mass. The
business is owned by Wheaton alumna
Lou Ann Daly ’76 and Lynn Potoff.
The exhibit, called “The Essence of
Ireland,” showcased 22 pieces created
by Wheaton students during a trip last
summer to Ireland with professors of art
Andy Howard and Tim Cunard. Daly
selected the artwork in what Howard
called a “real time, juried art show.”
Daly chose the art based on multiple
factors, including how well it might sell
and how the pieces coordinated together. It was the first time students had their
work juried and up for sale. Up to this
point, the Wheaton artists were accustomed to school-related exhibits meant
to showcase their talent.
The selected artists were Hailey
O’Donnell ’07, Kristin Ford ’07,
Benjamin Glasser ’07, Kristin Kiley ’08,
Erin Morrissey ’08 and Jennifer Schuman
’07. The art included photography, charcoal, ink and watercolor, all inspired by
facets of Ireland—from its people to its
architecture.
In keeping with real-world expectations, the students prepared their pieces
for public sale, including professional
matting and framing. It also meant pricing their art for the first time.
For Kristin Ford, who sold six pieces
at the opening night reception, that was
challenging. “I have never sold anything
in a gallery atmosphere before,” said
Ford. “Being new to the professional art
world, I wasn’t sure what prices to attach
to my pieces.” Moments after her third
piece sold, Ford realized it was going to
be hard to part with her work. “This is
something entirely new to me,” she said.
The exhibit gave the artists a look into
what a professional art career might be
like. Glasser, who had four photographs
in the exhibit, said the experience helped

More than 60 Wheaton alumnae/i, students, parents,
faculty and staff celebrated the gallery opening of “The
Essence of Ireland” in March. Clockwise from left: New
Civilitea owner Lou Ann Daly ’76, featured artist Kristin
Ford ’07, a glimpse into the event, and featured artist
Benjamin Glasser ’07.

him gain a better understanding of what he
wants to do.
“Preparing for this show has helped me
fill in the gap of making the transition from
just being an art student to being an artist,”
he said. That discovery was exactly what
Daly wanted to accomplish. “I think it’s
important for the students to see themselves
as artists,” she said.
Morrissey, a studio art major, is amazed
that her work has already been displayed in a

professional gallery, which she said, “speaks
to the amazing art program at Wheaton.”
Daly was thrilled to highlight the talent of the Wheaton artists and plans on
doing a similar show each year at New
Civilitea. She believes it’s a great way for
the Wheaton artists to start their careers.
Howard echoed the importance of giving
students real life exposure and said, “This
has been a fantastic opportunity.” Q
—Anna Wistran Wolfe
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Herb Ellison retires after 47 years of teaching

Students Emily Lipsky ’06 (left) and
Maranda Lawton ’06 (right) have a laugh
with Ellison during the thesis parade,
where silly hats are a must.
10 Wheaton Quarterly

Perhaps that’s because she has
lots of projects for him. Painting
is at the top of his to-do list, as
well as a cruise to Norway in
July, visits to see grandchildren,
long walks and wild rides in the
kayak that his wife gave him for
Christmas.
“It’s the end of an era,” said
Sarah Stollar ’08, who recently sat waiting for the start of
Ellison’s 8:30 a.m. class. “He’s a
legend on campus.”
Students who have had him
over the many years as well
as faculty laud Ellison for his
teaching style. Many of them,
including professors Elita PastraLandis ’69 and Laura Muller,
praised him at a daylong symposium and dinner the Chemistry
Department held in March.
“The best thing about Herb is
that he has institutional memory—but not in the way that
keeps us from doing anything,”

said Muller. Pastra-Landis calls
him a calming force in the
department.
Denice Spero ’80, who is
vice president in drug discovery at Boehringer Ingelheim
Pharmaceuticals in Connecticut,

remembers Ellison as kind and
patient. “His method of teaching
was clear and concise. He made
what could have been a difficult
subject very understandable.”
Stefan R. Lukow ’98 recalls
the words that struck fear in

Courtesy Gebbie Archives

Professor and department
chair Herb Ellison has taught
every course in the Chemistry
Department except organic
chemistry. He has served on
just about every committee.
Under six Wheaton presidents,
he has been associate dean
of advising, acting dean of
advising, acting dean of the
college and acting provost. He
has even donned a silly hat as
marshal of the thesis parade.
Now, after 47 years at
Wheaton, he is taking on a new
title—retired professor.
The notion came to him
quietly one day last fall as
he sat at his desk preparing
lectures. “I had just gotten
the word that the provost was
really going to push to get a
new science building soon. We
had been discussing changes
in the Chemistry Department. I
thought if I were a little younger
this would all be really exciting.
It still is exciting. But it would
be better if there were some
fresh blood,” he said.
“I still enjoy what I’m doing. I still love to teach,” said
Ellison. But he decided that 47
years is long enough. And his
wife agreed.

During a Wheaton program, students Jane Samuels from Simmons College and Fabian
Forman from the University of Pennsylvania check a graft reading with Ellison in 1964.

sciences

Nicki Pardo

classmates the very first day:
“This is arguably the most
difficult class Wheaton has to
offer,” the professor told them.
“It intimidated everyone,
but he stressed that it was not
impossible and he would help
us through it. He did this by
holding extra weekly sessions
later after dinner, where he
would help us go through the
tougher problems together as a
class. This helped me tremendously. He didn’t have to do
this. He just felt it was the
right thing to do,” said Lukow,
who is a government contractor research chemist for the
U.S. Department of Homeland
Security.
Ellison, 73, said he will miss
students the most. “It really
has been an enjoyable experience to get up in front and
try to help them learn about
chemistry at all levels. They
keep me young. I’m hoping
that I won’t suddenly age.”
He began at Wheaton before the current science center
was even built. He leaves as
the college prepares to build
a new center that will greatly
advance programs. He’s
excited for the college’s future,
as well as his own.
“Science is a big part of a
liberal arts college,” he said.
“The quality of the science
program really is an important
determining factor of the reputation of a school.”
As for him, there is a twoyear-old garden shed waiting
for him to paint. “I’m looking
forward to retirement. I’m not
sad at all,” he said. “Now,
how I’ll feel in September is
another thing.” Q
—Sandy Coleman

Wheaton faculty members will be supplementing their summer research
and study with planning work that will shape the design of the college’s
proposed new science facility, the Center for Scientific Inquiry and
Innovation.
The project, which has been discussed since 2000, is identified as
an institutional priority in the strategic plan developed under President
Crutcher’s leadership and approved by the Wheaton Board of Trustees in
October 2006.
“We want to develop a science center that serves as a visible model of
our connected curriculum and commitment to collaborative, cross-disciplinary teaching and learning,” said Provost Molly Easo Smith.
Initial planning will detail the scope of the project, which will be presented to the Board of Trustees for approval. The construction of the center,
budgeted at $50 million, will be funded through philanthropic support and
other financing.
Work for the new center began in earnest earlier this spring after the college selected Einhorn Yaffe Prescott (EYP) to lead the design and construction process. A national firm with offices in New York and Boston, EYP
has extensive experience in designing and building science research and
teaching facilities. Recent projects include science buildings for Hamilton,
Swarthmore, Union and Williams colleges. Q

Two seniors plan cross-country trek to benefit the environment

Katie Franklin ’09

Nicki Pardo

Building the

Imagine riding your bicycle
across the country, pedaling 60
or more miles per day for two
to three months and carrying
everything you need on your
back—without even knowing
where you will be sleeping
from night to night.
Sound challenging?
This summer, Wheaton
seniors John Garrett-Young
’07 and Noah Saul Bernstein
’07 say they will take on just
such a challenge in an effort
to raise money and awareness
for environmental preservation.
The two men plan to fly to San
Francisco, then cycle north
along the West Coast, work
their way across the middle
of the country and end up in
Maine.
The students have been
raising money to donate to the

Crystal Spring Earth Learning
Center in Plainville, Mass.
Crystal Spring maintains a
42-acre environmental center
and offers programs and events
related to nature. The money

raised by the cyclists will go
toward the construction of a
new arboretum and other programs at the center, Bernstein
said. Q
—Katie Franklin ’09
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Panorama

Unlocking the doors
to diversity
Privilege and Diversity in the Academy
by Frances A. Maher and Mary Kay Thompson Tetreault
Nationwide, women and people of color are dramatically under
represented among the predominately white male faculty at colleges and universities. Why is that and why does it matter? Frinde
Maher, whose work has focused mostly on gender and racial
equality in classroom settings, provides some answers and provokes more questions in the recently released book Privilege and
Diversity in the Academy (Routledge, 2007). She and co-author
Mary Kay Thompson Tetreault studied three universities heavily
involved in diversity issues—Stanford, University of Michigan and
Rutgers University at Newark, N.J.—seeking the keys to change.
Quarterly editor Sandy Coleman recently talked with her about
diversity in higher education.

It’s really important that students
see their own identifications reflected in the classrooms. It’s really important
for people of
color particularly to get
their due,
given past
history with
discrimination. But
for me it
is also
important
because the forefront of knowledge construction
demands it. I’m not somebody
who thinks that multiculturalism is limited to people being
nice to each other. In order for
us to understand the structures
of privilege and power under
which the world works, we
need people working from a
variety of perspectives looking
at the world. The only way to
get that variety of perspectives
is if you have people from disparate life experiences, causing
them to ask different questions,
in the academy. At bottom, for
me, it’s about a more equal and
12 Wheaton Quarterly

just society. If you don’t have
people who can work together
to understand the limitations
of the power arrangements we
have now, then you are going to
have a deeply flawed academy.
What does it take to diversify a
faculty?
Diversifying the faculty involves
major changes to the culture
of an institution. You can’t
just add people and stir. If you
don’t change the culture, then
those people are going to be
tokenized and marginalized and
the message to them is going to
be that “you have to become
just like us.” Institutional leaders
have to learn that diversity and
excellence are not opposites
but contingent upon each other.
Diversity and excellence are
the same thing. You can’t have
excellence without diversity to
understand the complexities of
our world.
How is Wheaton doing on these
issues?
Wheaton has fully embraced,
from the president on down, the
understanding that excellence
and diversity are intertwined.
There is finally beginning to be

Frinde Maher is professor of education at Wheaton.

a critical mass of people of color
in the faculty. I don’t think that
white allies can do it by themselves. White allies are necessary. But leadership of people of
color is crucial because white
people don’t have to walk the
walk. Sometimes, they can. But
it’s always a choice for them.

have to find out what we do,
figure out how we can do it in
such a way that it doesn’t discriminate, even unconsciously,
against people, and change our
culture. That is the biggest challenge.

What is the biggest challenge to
creating diversity?

I’m hoping this book makes
people who are hiring faculty in
every department in the country
wake up to the steps that must
be taken to pull it off successfully, which include getting
cohorts of newcomers in who
will help change the culture. If
you have a vision of diversity
equaling excellence then you
will begin to hire with that in
mind, which will create a cohort
which will then put people on
notice about practices that need
to be changed. Q

White people tend unconsciously to think that they are neutral.
We don’t think it is about us.
We will just bring more people
of color here and it’s not about
anything that we have done, nor
is it about anything we could do.
They’re the ones who have to fit
in, learn the way we do things;
they’re the ones who have to
prove themselves. But I have
slowly learned to think that it is
about us. We’re the ones who

What do you want to achieve with
this book?

Keith Nordstrom

Why is diversity among the faculty
important?

Publications, Honors and creative works

Faculty
Professor of Astronomy Timothy Barker coauthored “The Case for Third Bodies as the
Cause of Periodic Changes in Selected Algol
Systems” with D.I. Hoffman, T.E. Harrison, B.J.
McNamara, W.T. Vestrand, and J.A. Holtzman,
in The Astronomical Journal, December 2006.
Assistant Professor of German Tessa Lee
was awarded a Marion and Jasper Whiting
Foundation Fellowship for $7,200. The fellowship opportunity will take Professor Lee to
Germany, where she will examine the works of
a new generation of ethnic minority artists and
authors and their influence on the mainstream
German culture.
Michael Drout, William C.H. and Elise D.
Prentice Professor of English, published:
“Possible Instructional Effects of the Exeter
Book ‘Wisdom Poems’: A Benedictine
Reform Context,” in Form and Content
in Anglo-Saxon England in the Light of
Contemporary Manuscript Evidence
(Fédération Internationales des Instituts
d’Etudes Médiévales, 2007). His published
articles include: “Blood and Deeds: The
Inheritance Systems in Beowulf,” in Studies in
Philology (2007); “‘The Partridge’ is a Phoenix:
Revising the Exeter Book Physiologus,” in
Neophilologus (2006); Drout also co-edited
Tolkien Studies 4 (2007) in which he also
published “J. R. Tolkien’s Medieval Scholarship
and its Significance,” Tolkien Studies 4 (2007);
and “Bibliography (in English) for 2005,” with
Rebecca Epstein ’08 and
Kathryn Paar ’09. Drout
also produced a CD,
Beowulf Aloud, which
includes a reading of
Beowulf in Old English
along with an introductory lecture. Jennifer Schuman ’07 designed the
cover art for the CD.
William Goldbloom Bloch, associate provost and associate professor of mathematics,
wrote “Fractal Boundaries are Not Typical,” in
Topology and its Applications (2007).
Robert L. Morris
and Shawn S.
McCafferty, both
associate professors of biology,
were two of 228
co-authors in
the Sea Urchin
Sequencing
Consortium who
published the
article “The ge-

nome of the sea urchin Strongylocentrotus purpuratus” in Science, Nov. 10, 2006. Student
co-authors on the publication include Erin
Allgood ’07, Jonah Cool ’04, Kyle Judkins ’08,
Ashlan Musante ’08, Amanda Rawson ’09 and
Blair Rossetti ’09. Morris and McCafferty also
co-authored with others the article “Analysis
of cytoskeletal and motility proteins in the sea
urchin genome assembly” in Developmental
Biology, Aug. 26, 2006. Wheaton students who
participated as co-authors on the publication
include Jonah Cool ’04, Erin Allgood ’07,
Ashlan Musante ’08, Kyle Judkins ’08, Amanda
Rawson ’09 and Blair Rossetti ’09.
Associate Professor of Biology Robert L. Morris
published “Molecular paleoecology: Using
gene regulatory analysis to address the origins
of complex life cycles in the late Precambrian”
in Evolution and Development, Jan.–Feb.
2007. Co-authors included Ewan F. Dunn,
Vanessa N. Moy, Lynne M. Angerer, Robert C.
Angerer and Kevin J. Peterson.
Jonathan Walsh, associate professor of French
studies, wrote “Edward Said’s Humanism
and Democratic Criticism: Bridging the Gap
Between the Humanities and the Public Sphere
in the Post-9/11 World,” in International
Journal of the Humanities (2007). Available at
www.Humanities-Journal.com.
Susanne Woods, provost emerita and professor of English, published “But Is It Any Good?
The Value of Teaching Early Modern Women
Writers,” in Structures and Subjectives:
Attending to Early Modern Women (Univ. of
Delaware Press, 2007).

Alumnae/i
In her long-awaited
memoir, Chance and
Circumstance: Twenty
Years with Cage and
Cunningham, Carolyn
Rice Brown ’50 is receiving critical acclaim
for her account of her
collaboration with the
pioneering artists Merce
Cunningham and John
Cage (Knopf, 2007).
Described as “a cheerful romp for young
children” by Booklist
magazine, The Bunnies’
Picnic by Lezlie Evans,
with illustrations by Kay
Sproat Chorao ’58, tells
the story in rhyme of a
family of eight bunnies

and the mishaps they encounter in preparing
a family meal (Hyperion, 2007).
Nominated in the “Best
Singer/Songwriter” category in the 2006 Boston
Phoenix Music Poll, Emily
Epstein Grogan ’91 displays her distinctive vocal
style in At Sea, which has
garnered praise from critics and fans alike.
This is her third CD, and Grogan composed
and arranged all selections on the album.
(www.emilygrogan.com)
The Social Innovation Forum in Boston
named Lisa Guyon ’95 as one of its 2007
Social Innovators, and her organization,
Building Impact, was named the winner in
the Social Enterprise: Non-Profit Business
Venture category. (www.socialinnovationforum.org)
In her third book,
romance author Dina
Keratsis ’93 combines
elements from the fairy
tale genre and Arthurian
legend in Cake: A Fairy
Tale (Wings e-Press,
May 2007), the story of
an ordinary girl and her
destiny to become the
queen of the magical
land of Cake. (www.dinakeratsis.com)
“An Affair of Honor,” a new play by Lee
Kiszonas ’88, will be performed at DivaFest
in San Francisco in May. The annual theater
festival is dedicated to showcasing new plays
and work by women writers.
Tennessee native Daniel Miller ’01 released
a new album, Backporch, in April. Blending
elements of roots music along with rhythm
and soul, Miller’s music can be sampled at
www.myspace.com/danielmillermusic.
Chris Wilbur ’05 was one of the authors of “A
novel anti-WIP monoclonal antibody detects
an isoform of WIP that lacks the WASP binding domain,” in Biochemical and Biophysical
Research Communications, Feb. 23, 2007.
Sally Wofford-Girand ’84
co-edited The Honeymoon’s Over: True Stories
of Love, Marriage, and
Divorce (Warner Books,
2007), a collection of
provocative and revealing essays examining the
factors that make or break
a marriage. Q
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Running upside down underwater
How do you combine the athleticism of cross-country running
with the grace of ballet? Get in
the pool.
That’s what Wheaton’s synchronized swimming team has
been doing for more than six
decades—and winning awards
for it to boot.
For the 19th time since
1989, Wheaton’s synchronized
swimming team this spring
made the top 10 among the 22
teams competing in the 31st
annual United States Collegiate
Synchronized Swimming
Championship, which was held
in the Balfour Natatorium on
March 24.
That evening 40 team alumnae/i joined the current group
for a dinner to celebrate their
history and accomplishments
that often are overlooked in the
sports world.
“Synchronized swimming
doesn’t always get the respect it
deserves for the same reason that
gymnastics or figure skating are
disregarded; lots of people don’t

14 Wheaton Quarterly

see past the costumes, the music
and the artistic/performance aspect of the sport,” says Elizabeth
Corman ’07, who has been team
captain since her sophomore
year.
The athletes do spend considerable time writing and rewriting
their routines—but that is on top
of their rigorous workout schedule. During the season, synchronized swimmers spend 12 to 14
hours a week in the pool, two
hours in the gym lifting weights
and doing cardio, and another
hour or two practicing on land
as a team.
Several members of today’s
team quote a famous formula to
explain what it takes to be a synchronized swimmer: “Synchro:
Imagine running the 400 meters.
Now imagine doing it in the
water. Now do half of it upside
down. Now keep your feet
arched and your toes pointed all
the time.
“Now smile.”
“It takes a lot of strength, body
awareness and control to be a

synchronized swimmer,” says
Carol Duarte Gatti ’93. “You also
have to like the water and working closely with others.”
Many of the synchronized
swimmers, both current and
former, said that one of the most
frustrating things they hear from
the uninitiated is that synchronized swimming is “not actually
a sport.” But inevitably they
change their tune after seeing an
event.
“Every aspect of synchronized
swimming is a sport,” declares
Jenna Swinkin ’10. “It takes team
work, physical ability, skill and
coordination to be successful. We
have competitions and national
events.” She adds, “I cannot stress
enough to people how much synchronized swimming is a sport.”
It can also be dangerous, as
Corman points out: “One false
move in a high-powered lift
and the entire team is at risk for
major injuries.”
Wheaton’s synchronized
swimming team, formerly called
the Tritons, is one of the oldest

Synchro facts
• Synchronized swimming was popularized in the 1930s when it was
featured in the Chicago World’s Fair
and New York World’s Fair.
• It was accepted as a competitive
sport in 1940.
• Wheaton’s synchronized swimming
team, the Tritons, was founded in
April 1941.
• The price of admission to the
Tritons’ first show, “Marine Magic,”
in 1942 was a 25-cent war stamp;
that first show made $83.75.
• The Tritons began competing in
1977, and have regularly finished in
the national top-10 ever since.
• During a routine, synchronized
swimmers are not allowed to touch
the bottom of the pool— even when
lifting out another swimmer.
• The National Collegiate Athletic
Association currently recognizes
nine varsity synchronized swim
teams nationwide. Wheaton is one
of them.

on campus. It was founded just
before the outbreak of World
War II, in April 1941, when a
group of women on the varsity
swimming team decided to
form a club to practice the
aquatic routines popularized by
movie star Esther Williams.
Years ago shows often had
topical twists—the 1962 program, for example, touched on
the Cold War. Today’s shows
are more likely to have themes
set to the music of Shakira.
Wheaton’s team has 480
alumnae/i, according to Renata
Paglio ’07, giving it the largest
number of alumnae/i of any
Wheaton sports team.
“Swimming a routine is a
performance,” says Paglio, “and
when that swimmer puts her
heart into it, it makes everything
worth it.” Q
—Ted Nesi ’07

Scoreboard

Men’s basketball
Wheaton accomplished a first during the
2006–07 season. The Lyons became the
first team in the seven-squad NEWMAC to
have advanced to a conference tournament
semifinal for the eighth time in the league’s
nine-year history. Falling to eventual champion and NCAA Tournament participant
Coast Guard by two points in the semifinal,
Wheaton finished the year with an 11–15
overall record and 3–9 NEWMAC mark.
Brian Zukowski ’07 became the first Lyon
to earn NEWMAC All-Conference honors
three times. Zukowski is the only Wheaton
player to have surpassed 1,350 points, 400
rebounds, 250 assists and 150 steals.

Women’s basketball
The Lyons turned in one of their most successful seasons in recent history, culminating with their first appearance in an
Eastern College Athletic Conference (ECAC)
Tournament championship game. Wheaton
went 19–11 overall, collecting the program’s
fourth-most wins, while posting a schoolbest nine conference victories. The Blue
and White also advanced to its first league
tournament semifinal in 11 seasons. Krystin
Hickey ’09 became the first Lyon since
1996 to garner New England Women’s
Basketball Association (NEWBA) all-region
team accolades. She was also Wheaton’s
inaugural NEWMAC All-Conference first
teamer. Hickey, who is just 226 points away
from joining the program’s 1,000-point club,
was the fourth player to surpass the 400point plateau in a season. Kim McCormack
’07 and Casey Sorbara ’07 finished their
Wheaton careers ranked in the top 10 in the
school’s annals in assists and steals.

Sports photo’s by Keith Nordstrom

Men’s and women’s swimming
& diving
A new level of success was reached by
the Wheaton teams last winter, including
a national meet placement, All-America
honors, national championship qualifiers, a
program wins record, a top NEWMAC meet
finish and several school event records. The
Lyon women broke the program wins mark
with a 14–4 record, matched their highest placement of fourth at the NEWMAC
Championship, shattered 16 team event

Brian Zukowski ’07

marks and sent their first woman to a
national championship in the program’s
16-year history, as Abby Pratt ’08 qualified
for the meet in the 50-yard freestyle. The
men captured their best team finish at the
NCAAs in 29th, as Barrett Roberts ’07 added
a pair of All-America honors to his decorated
career. Raising his All-America award tally
to six, Roberts placed fourth nationally in the
50- and 100-yard freestyles, which marked
his highest finishes in each. Hosting their
second straight NEWMAC Championship,
the Lyons took seventh after posting a 5–11
overall record. Wheaton broke seven school
standards on the season.

Synchronized swimming
The nation’s top synchronized swimmers
came through Norton in March, as Wheaton
hosted its third United States Collegiate
championship in Balfour Natatorium. The
Lyons placed eighth and ran their top-10
finish streak to 19 seasons. Elizabeth Corman
’07 and Sarah Swinkin ’07 led Wheaton’s
team routine to eighth, joining Megan
Kinney ’08, Sharada Strasmore ’09, Sylvia
Syracuse ’09, Laura Montes ’10 and Jenna
Swinkin ’10. Montes reached the finals in
solo and trio, while Jenna Swinkin highlighted figures by placing second in the C cat-

egory. Corman, Kinney, Montes, Strasmore
and Syracuse earned All-Collegiate honors.

Men’s and women’s
indoor track & field
Seven Wheaton athletes recorded
All-America finishes at the NCAA
Championship, led by Jennifer Harlow
’07, who became the first repeat national
high jump champion since 1990. Harlow
helped the Lyon women return to national
prominence with their first top-10 finish
since 2004, as five athletes contributed to
Wheaton’s ninth-place showing. Chizoba
Ezeigwe ’09 captured multiple All-America
laurels, including helping the 4x400-meter
relay take third. Ezeigwe, Natana Jules ’09,
Kamia Smith ’10 and Renee Thompson ’10
were within 0.31 seconds of winning the national title. Ezeigwe also placed sixth in the
400-meter dash. Two Wheaton men were
All-Americans in the 400M event. Jonathan
Cunha ’09 and Merzudin Ibric ’10 claimed
fifth and sixth place, respectively, leading
the Lyons to a team finish of 22nd overall. Cunha, Ibric, Victor Martinez ’09 and
Michael Wright ’09 provisionally qualified
for the national meet in the 4x400M relay,
as did Wright in the 55-meter dash. Q
—Scott Dietz
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

25–28, July 2, 3, 5 and 6
Basketball Dimensions | A day
camp directed by Wheaton’s head
coach for men’s basketball, Brian
Walmsley, for boys entering grades
3–9. He develops the fundamentals
of basketball, promotes team play,
and involves all players in positive
competition. Contact Walmsley at
bwalmsle@wheatonma.edu or
(508) 286-3991.

29–July 3

8–27

The Matt Light Football Camp |
An overnight camp, with commuter
options, for boys ages 8–18, run by
Sports International, Inc. Campers
will learn individual and team
techniques on both offense and
defense from an outstanding coaching staff and top NFL players. For
camp information and registration,
visit www.footballcamps.com or call
1-800-555-0801.

Dave Cowens Basketball School |
An overnight camp, run by former
Celtic, Dave Cowens, for boys and
girls ages 10–17. Each camper is
encouraged to develop his or her
specific athletic capability while
working on a team. This camp runs
three consecutive five-day sessions.
For more information, visit www.
dcowens.com or contact the camp
office at (781) 849-9393.

July

Basketball
Dimensions
coach, Brian
Walmsley

Tim Morse

2–6, 9–13, and 16–20

25–29
Miller Tennis Camp | A 9 a.m.–3
p.m. day camp directed by
Wheaton’s head coach for men’s
and women’s tennis, Lynn Miller. It
offers campers of all abilities a small
instructor-to-camper ratio. Boys
and girls entering grades 4–12 are
welcome. Contact Miller at lmiller@
wheatonma.edu or (508) 286-3992.

Soccer’s Future Academy, Inc. | A
camp for boys and girls ages 6 and
7 as a half-day camp; ages 8–15
as a 9 a.m.–3:30 p.m. camp and
goalkeeper training for ages 10–15.
Directed by Wheaton’s head coach
for women’s soccer, Luis Reis, this
camp will feature technical and
tactical training with coaches who
have a passion for the game. For
more information, contact Reis at
(508) 286-3997.

8–12
Loudenburg Softball Camp | An
overnight camp with a commuter
option designed for girls in grades
6–12. Directed by Wheaton’s head
coach for softball, Gina Loudenburg,
this camp will include skills, drills
and games at night. For more information, contact Loudenburg at (508)
286-3360.

16–20
NIKE Field Hockey Camp | An overnight or day camp for ages 10–18.
Director Rebecca Begley, head field
hockey coach at Wheaton, and the
NIKE staff teach the newest in field
hockey skills, strategies and tactics.
Each camper receives a post camp
evaluation, STX field hockey ball,
official NIKE camp jersey and NIKE
turf shoes. For more information,
contact Begley at (508) 286-3755 or
visit www.ussportscamps.com.

23–26 (Rain Date: July 27)
The Rising Star Boy’s Lacrosse
Camp | A day camp designed for
boys of all skill levels in grades 3–9.
Camp will run from 9 a.m.–4 p.m.
Directed by Wheaton’s head men’s
lacrosse coach, Peter Toner, the
camp will focus on fundamentals
and skill development. A staff of
professional and college players
as well as coaches will teach. For
more information, contact Toner
at toner_peter@wheatonma.edu or
(508) 286-3906.

Tennis coach Lynn Miller

Tim Morse

June

Swimming coach JP Gowdy

23–27
Gowdy Swim Camp | A weeklong
program for competitive boy and
girl swimmers ages 9–17. The clinic
is directed by both Wheaton head
coach for men’s and women’s
swimming, JP Gowdy, and by former
swimming coach at Middlebury
College and MIT, Mel McLaughlin.
The clinic will focus on stroke
skills and training techniques. For
more information, contact Gowdy
at gowdy_jp@wheatonma.edu or
508-286-3989.

29–Aug 3
Sarah Behn Basketball Camp | An
overnight camp with a commuter
option for girls ages 9–17. This camp
will be directed by Sarah Behn and
aims to instill confidence by teaching basketball fundamentals, which
in turn will raise individual level of
play and make the game more fun.
For more information, visit www.
behncamp.com or contact the camp
office at (508) 549-0997.

AUGUST
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Hoop School | A basketball day
camp for girls in grades 3–10
directed by Wheaton’s head coach
for women’s basketball, Melissa
Hodgdon. She will be assisted
by Wheaton assistant coach,
Kate Williams, and Holy Cross
graduate and Division I standout,
Liz O’Connor. College players and
college and high school coaches will
teach the fundamentals of basketball
in a supportive environment.
For more information, contact
coach Hodgdon at mhodgdon@
wheatonma.edu or (508) 286-3990.

Keith Nordstrom

Keith Nordstrom

6–9

Wheaton In the News

Wheaton satisfies
tenure-track faculty
According to a survey in The
Chronicle of Higher Education,
Wheaton is among the schools
that tenure-track faculty consider a satisfying place to work.
The survey was conducted
by the Collaborative on
Academic Careers in Higher
Education. It asked about 5,000
junior faculty members at 42
colleges and universities to
rate their job satisfaction on
concerns such as clarity of the
tenure process and collegiality.
Wheaton was one of 21 institutions that rated exceptionally
well. Here, work and family life
got high marks for creating a
feeling of satisfaction, according to the survey.

Beard Gallery
exhibition receives
glowing review
Art New England featured a
review of the “Phyllis Berman:
Paintings and Drawings, 1996–
2006” exhibition that was at
Wheaton’s Beard Gallery. The
magazine called her retrospective splendid and said:
“Berman finds infinite freedom
within her chosen limitations
of objects and spatial depth.
With luminous color relationships, she paints these still-life
objects—her cast of characters—with the reverence due
sacred icons.”

Molly Galdston ’09

Professor speaks
against tax giveaways to rich
Wheaton economics professor John Miller spoke at a
press conference held by the
advocacy group The Campaign
for Rhode Island’s Priorities.
The Providence Journal quoted
comments Miller made at the

Rebuilding hope in New Orleans
During January break, Wheaton students offered a hand in the post-Hurricane Katrina
rebuilding going on in the New Orleans area. Their work was the focus of a feature story in
the Attleboro Sun Chronicle.
Laura Tschop ’07, one of the 32 students and two staff members who spent a week volunteering, talked about how sobering it was to see the destruction and to hear the stories of
how it impacted the people there.
“It was so unbelievable realizing this scale of devastation was possible,” Tschop told the
Chronicle.
The students, who raised more than $18,000 to fund the trip, spent eight hours a day
restoring playgrounds, clearing sidewalks and digging out soot and dirt.
And the work was greatly appreciated by the community, said Ryan Henke, an
AmeriCorps*VISTA staff member who works with Wheaton’s Office of Service, Spirituality
and Social Responsibility (SSSR). SSSR helped the students organize the trip.
conference, which was held on
the day the Rhode Island House
Finance Committee began
hearings on Governor Donald
L. Carcieri’s spending and costcutting plans.
Carcieri has proposed layoffs,
wage cuts for state workers, and
reduced eligibility for state-subsidized health care and childcare as possible alternatives to
cutting the budget, according
to the story. The advocacy
group believes that eliminating tax loopholes for the state’s

wealthiest taxpayers is a better
solution.
“I must admit there is a certain
seductive logic to [the] notion
that reducing taxes on the rich
and large corporations will
stimulate economic growth and
create jobs. But it doesn’t hold
up to scrutiny,” Miller said.
“How will Rhode Island—
when it cuts support for children, when it cuts health care
for working Rhode Islanders,
when it has less support for new
immigrants and less support for

teens—be a better place to invest
in?” Miller asked at the conference. He was also quoted in the
Pawtucket Times.

It’s good to be green
The Boston Globe featured
Wheaton’s Greenhouses open
house in its Sidekick section,
which focuses on events in
Greater Boston. Several times a
year, the public is invited to tour
the college’s two greenhouses
and bring plants that need
repotting. Q
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Ballet is not Shanita Gopie’s forte. It stretches
the multicultural and hip-hop dancer out of
her comfort zone.
Give her a funky beat and the co-director
and choreographer of Wheaton’s Trybe dance
troupe could give Beyoncé and Shakira a
gyrating run for their money. But there she
was giving ballet class her all—pointing
toes, elegantly lifting arms, and turn,
turn, turning on the balls of her feet to
the piano tempo of Cole Porter’s “Night
and Day” in the Ellison Dance Studio.
“Ballet is really hard for me,” said
Gopie ’07. “I never grew up with dance
classes. It’s kind of hard dancing different
dances that are a little more loose and then,
at the end of my college career, going to
something that is very [precise].”
Because of the “Connections”
curriculum, Gopie—like many other
Wheaton students—has been encouraged
to reach beyond familiar territory.
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By Sandy Coleman

Keith Nordstrom

Four years after it was implemented, the innovative
Connections curriculum, which links courses across academic
areas, has achieved at least some of its goals: pushing students
to go beyond limits they may have unknowingly set for themselves, broadening their perspectives and thinking about all
subjects, and showing them that life is a world of links.
The Class of 2007, which graduates in May, represents the
first cohort to fully experience the college’s approach to emphasizing the cross-disciplinary nature of knowledge. To mark
that milestone, the faculty are in the midst of a comprehensive
two-year assessment of the program. Their goal: determine
how the initiative is working, from the students’ point of view.
Intrigued, the Wheaton Quarterly set off on an informal look
at the program, which has been held out as a model for 21st
century liberal arts study to other colleges around the country.
First, a few numbers. Faculty created 72 “connections” linking two or more courses in the arts, humanities, history, natural
sciences, social sciences, and math and computer science. In
all, more than 150 courses across the curriculum are part of the
program. And then, students have designed, and won faculty
approval for, 157 additional course connections, according to
Patricia Brown Santilli, registrar and dean of academic systems.
Although there is not universal acclaim, students said they
found value in the curriculum—even when they felt compelled
to take courses in which they weren’t initially interested.
That’s a good thing, given that employers are seeking college graduates who are multidimensional and able to navigate
today’s global economy, according to a 2006 survey conducted on behalf of the Association of American Colleges and
Universities.
Gopie, a Posse and Fulbright scholar, already gets that. She
signed up for the ballet class to link her “Basic Anatomy and
Physiology” course. She wanted to take anatomy and figure
drawing but it was not offered when she needed it.
“I was stuck,” she said. In the end, Gopie—an English major
with a minor in studio art and Asian studies—found a different kind of connection that helps her now as a dancer and
will benefit her later. Her planned career in arts philanthropy
demands a broad knowledge base.
“The anatomy and physiology class helped me a great deal
because we learned about all the muscles of the body and the
bones. It was a lot of memorization. And everything in class
was visual. So I was seeing it and learning about it. That helped
me,” said Gopie.
“Whenever I did stretching exercises, that’s when it would
hit me: ‘Wow, I know what my muscles are,’” she said. “I was
more aware of the facts of hydration. I could tell dancers that
they needed to hydrate when muscles began tightening up.”
Before connections led Gopie to ballet, she was focused
exclusively on hip-hop and dances that hailed from places like
Haiti, India, the Middle East or the streets of her native New

William Vasiliou ’07 found connections in history, political science,
mathematics and economics.

York. “I had a closed mind. Then I realized, ‘Wait a minute,
I’m shutting off something that I don’t know,’” she said. “By
taking anatomy and physiology, I had to connect it [to another
subject]. It made me think that if I’m going to understand
dance, I can’t just understand cultural dances. I need to study
classical dance, too.
“That will play out in what I want to do because I want to do
grant writing and I want to do fundraising and public relations
for an arts program. I need to have a well-rounded perspective
on the arts,” she said.

The verdict
Other students express similar sentiments about the challenges
they faced and the lessons they learned.
William Vasiliou ’07, an economics and American history
major who plans to attend law school, enrolled in two sets
of connections: “History and Politics of U.S. Foreign Policy,”
which included history and political science courses, and “The
Calculus of Microeconomics,” which linked an introductory
calculus course with a class in microeconomics.
He said connections taught him to be aware that all facets
of life are connected in some way. “We just have to look hard
enough to find those connections,” he said.
Robby Grossman ’07, a computer science major with a
minor in mathematics, registered for two courses—cryptography and U.S. foreign policy—without realizing they were
connected.
He took U.S. foreign policy during his freshman year as an
elective to better understand the context of events in recent
American history. He took cryptography his sophomore year
because of his natural interest in mathematics. And the course
went beyond the theoretical toward the practical use of math in
the real world.
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Grossman said he didn’t need a push to diversify his
course of study, but others may. “I think that it’s a great way
to get students thinking about courses outside of their major
department.”
Finding the relationships among different courses deepens
thinking, Kristin Ford ’07 points out. The studio art major, who
plans to teach art or work in theater after Wheaton, took the
connection that links courses in art, math and chemistry.
“The connection of art to mathematics is a strong one,” she
said. “And I learned various problem-solving skills dealing with
the world of art, as well as how math is inherent in nature.”
Jessica Otto ’07 is a political science major who plans
to spend next year working on a campaign advocating for
sustainable environmental policies. She also intends to go to
law school in the future. Her connections—the “History and
Politics of U.S. Foreign Policy” as well as the “Logic and Digital
Circuits” connection linking philosophy and physics—will
serve her well.
“At some point during my time at Wheaton, this curriculum
changed the way I view my education and the significance of

the textbook material. Extending knowledge gained from one
course to another necessitates a comprehension of the material
beyond that which is immediately apparent. This, in turn,
encourages students to evaluate the significance and apply it
to broader contexts.”

The history
Professor of Sociology Kersti Yllö had a hand in bringing about
the Connections curriculum. She and Professor of Biology John
Kricher chaired the Educational Policy Committee that organized the faculty discussions that led to the new curriculum.
The process began in the fall of 1999 after Wheaton had
just finished a reaccreditation review and self-evaluation. The
review process caused faculty to reconsider curriculum and
to focus on how students at a liberal arts college should learn
in the 21st century. The goal was to get students beyond the
traditional frameworks.
“We were trying to get [students] away from that checklist
mentality—take two of this, one of that—to push them to have
breadth in different areas, yet see the interconnections, and see

Connecting to a global world of work
It doesn’t matter whether you plan to be
a journalist covering a war or an engineer
designing defense missiles for the war, the
one thing you will need in the future job
market is breadth, according to employers at the Associated Press, Raytheon
Company and HBO. A 2006 national
survey commissioned by the
Association of
American Colleges
and Universities
makes the same
point.
Most American
businesses are
Jessica Bruce ’87
now international
and are striving for a broader perspective,
said Jessica Bruce ’87, Wheaton trustee,
Alumnae/i Association board member
and vice president of human resources at
Associated Press in New York.
“The workplace has become more
global. You have to be able to adjust your
thinking to see what you do through someone else’s eyes,” said Bruce.
She and other employers say that the
“Connections” curriculum supports the
demands of a job market that is increasingly less interested in workers who are
narrowly trained for a specific task.
“Connections deepens and broadens
your education significantly,” she said.
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“What that does for you is that you are going to enter the workplace speaking from a
broader perspective.”
“If you are an art student sitting in a science class, you will get used to a different
language and tackle a problem through a
different perspective,” she said.
In fact, according to the Association
of American Colleges and Universities
survey, business leaders want colleges
to place more emphasis on such areas as
critical thinking and analytical reasoning,
complex problem solving, intercultural
competence (teamwork in diverse groups)
and applied knowledge in real-world settings. The association currently is promoting liberal arts education through a 10-year
initiative called Liberal Education &
America’s Promise
(LEAP), for which
President Ronald
Crutcher serves as
co-chair.
As the senior
vice president
of Raytheon
Company, Keith
Keith Peden
Peden echoes the
sentiments expressed in the survey and
has signed on to LEAP as a member of the
steering committee’s board.
Peden said that college students should
get a multidisciplinary appreciation and

understanding of all subjects and then
specialize if they want.
“The foundation is more flexible if
you do cross study,” he said. “Today’s
work is done in collaborative teams. The
Connections curriculum fosters diverse
thinking that includes other points of view.
It’s that collaborative, inclusive thought
process that we look for from our high-end
employees.”
Collaboration
and breadth are
key everyday in
Elaine Brown’s
job at HBO.
Brown ’77, vice
president of special markets and
creative services,
Elaine Brown ’77
is responsible for
branding for HBO, video presentations and
off-channel communications.
“My people need to have a broad
knowledge of the world of disciplines because what I do is a combination of a lot of
disciplines in life,” said Brown, whose son
is David Whitley ’07. “I look for people
who have diverse knowledge and interests.… The world is becoming less specialized and as it becomes more international,
everyone is going to be expected to bring a
lot to the table.”

what we teach in class…. What has happened here is that
these curricular initiatives, the interdisciplinary connections,
and the infusion of diversity have led faculty to ask different
questions in their scholarship.
“I think the students are getting it,” Yllö said. “But I don’t
know that all the students are getting it. At worst, they are
getting a distribution. They take some humanities, sciences
and social sciences courses. And if they don’t, there is
kind of a back-up of requirements. If you have taken two
connections and managed to avoid science, you still have to
go take a science. But we need to get a better sense of what
kind of connections are working best for students. And that’s
what we’re in the process of trying to figure out.”

The future
“The world is not organized according to disciplines,’’ says Professor
of Sociology Kersti Yllö. Subjects such as limited food or global
resources can benefit from the point of view of many different
disciplines. “That’s what we want to get across.”

issues from an interdisciplinary point of view. You can approach
Darwin from a literary, historical and biological perspective so
that you honor the disciplinary expertise of faculty. This allows
faculty and students to come together and compare perspectives and look at some of the issues that are not confined to
disciplines.”
One of Yllö’s favorite links is “The Darwin Connection:
Evolution, Race and Culture,” which connects a biology course
on evolution and ecology with classes on Victorian society and
literature. “It lets the science students see that science does not
develop in a vacuum. Darwin was a Victorian gentleman influenced by the context of the times, the poetry, the literature, the
history. And the English students see how Victorian notions of
race were shaped by the early science. They weren’t just cultural
constructs that arose out of nothing,” she said.

The big question
Four years later, the natural questions to ask are: Is the curriculum working out the way the faculty had hoped? Is it having the
impact they sought?
College officials are in the process of completing a two-year
evaluation of the initiative, according to Associate Professor of
Education Vicki Bartolini, chair of the curriculum evaluation
committee.
The process has involved interviews and case studies with selected faculty and students who discussed their experiences with
connections, an on-line survey that sought student input in April,
and a series of student focus groups for those who have completed connections. An online faculty survey was conducted as well.
The results will be coming. But for now, said Yllö, “I think that
it has worked from a faculty perspective in bringing us together
around interesting collaborations. One of the outcomes has
been that this new curriculum has shaped faculty scholarship
in new directions. Usually in higher ed, faculty research affects

Students interviewed by the Wheaton Quarterly offered
plenty of suggestions for tweaking the program.
Gopie said one improvement to connections would be to
make sure classes are offered frequently enough so students
aren’t pressed to take just anything as they approach the end
of their senior year.
On connections proposed by students: “I’d require that the
professors teaching the courses for a particular connection
consult each other before signing off on it,” said Grossman.
“It’s a lot easier to make something look good on paper
than it is in practice. And that’s the biggest threat to the
Connections curriculum coming to fruition—especially when
the proposals are written by students whose top priority is
meeting their graduation requirements.”
And yet, Ford believes that customized connections are
important because she has heard from more than one student
that in some areas or majors connections are more difficult to
fulfill. “I would ask professors and students to think creatively
about certain connections that have not yet been integrated
into our curriculum, and be more tolerant of students creating their own connections.”
Said Grossman: “The next few years are going to determine
whether the Connections curriculum legitimately enhances
academic studies or whether it’s merely a requirement that
students need to get checked off in order to graduate.”
Communication will be key, he said. “If the powers that
be are serious about the Connections curriculum and wish
it to be a meaningful one, then they ought to create a direct
dialog between the involved professors so that the courses
can be coordinated,” and better relate to each other.
“The Connections curriculum would be worthless if there
were not tremendous professors at Wheaton,” said Vasiliou.
“A system does not work unless it has good facilitators. The
professors I have had over the past four years are the ones
responsible for my developing critical skills—thinking, writing and analyzing—not the Connections curriculum.
“I believe, however, the Connections curriculum creates
an academic environment that professors enjoy and respect,
which results in students enjoying and respecting the
curriculum.” Q
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Adventures
in science
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Wheaton students create program
in Ecuador for children to explore, experiment
By Hannah Benoit

Day 1: Wednesday, Dec. 27, 2006
After traveling from Guyaquil, Ecuador, to Rio Chico, we finally arrived
around 5 p.m. We unloaded our bags from the bus and hauled the 100plus pounds of supplies that we brought down. We have until January 3,
when the kids get back from Christmas break, to create the laboratory
and classroom. This entails traveling to … Puerto Lopez to purchase
supplies, … setting up the computer that we are donating, … installing
several elementary science encyclopedia programs, as well as creating
and storing lesson plans....
—From the teaching journal of Breann Day ’07

J

ourneying more than 3,000
miles from Norton to a small
coastal village in South America
was just the beginning of the
adventure for Breann Day ’07
and Evelyn Sanders ’08. The pair was soon
to embark on a three-week exploration of
the natural sciences with 24 Ecuadorian
schoolchildren, and they couldn’t wait to
get started.
Their passion for science would turn
out to be contagious. Little
wonder, since
they shared Nobel
laureate Isidor Isaac
Rabi’s sentiment
that science is “a
great game … the
playing field is the
universe itself.”
The task they had
undertaken was to
implement a science
program in Rio Chico’s
small, under-funded
school system—and to
make sure it continued
after they left. They

wanted to help the children develop a basic
understanding of scientific concepts by
doing hands-on experiments and going on
field trips to explore the rich biodiversity
of their native land—methods that were
entirely new to the Ecuadorian kids.
But if science is play, it was also a lot of
work for the two Wheaton students, who
developed the curriculum themselves,
raised the money to purchase microscopes,
telescopes, books and supplies, and also
worked with the school’s teachers to help
them understand effective methods of instructing children in the sciences.
The visit to Rio Chico was a sort of homecoming for Evelyn Sanders. In 2003, after
graduating from high school, she had taken
a year off to study in Ecuador. She loved
her host family, but not the study-abroad
program. So she decided to stay with the
family in the village of Rio Chico and work
on a project of her own.
Sanders began teaching English in the
local schools, taking on six classes in three
different elementary schools—plus an evening class for adults. With no books or supplies at her disposal, she relied on conversational methods and her own ingenuity.

“It was great working with all the kids,
but I learned how hard it is for teachers in
Ecuador,” recalled Sanders, who hails from
Round Hill, Virginia. “The lack of funds and
scarcity of teachers made for a very difficult
learning environment. During my stay, there
were four national strikes—including one
hunger strike—for higher teaching wages
and better school conditions.”
Sanders stayed for nearly eight months,
and left with a resolve to come back and
help the schools in a more enduring way.
She enrolled at Wheaton in 2004, and
soon started bouncing ideas around with
Breann Day, a friend and former high school
classmate. Day, a psychobiology major from
Middletown, Maryland, spoke some Spanish
and loved the idea of teaching science in
Ecuador: “I needed a capstone project,” she
said, “and this was right up my alley, since
I also have an interest in developmental
psychology.” Sanders’ dual majors in
Hispanic studies and anthropology formed
the perfect complement to Day’s science
background.
Arriving in Rio Chico last December,
Sanders and Day transformed part of a
10-by-20-foot computer room into a lab
and classroom. A sheet of metal served as
a tabletop and, because the windows had
no glass, the students bought sealable boxes
and bed sheets to protect the equipment
from dust. The teaching staff at the Jorge Pin
Castillo School wanted to keep the classes
small, so the school director suggested that
Sanders and Day work only with the older
students—grades five through seven.
“The teachers were really helpful,” said
Day. “They gave us an hour of class time
a day for each grade, which was significant, because they only have four and a

The Wheaton students kept a detailed log of their teaching experience at the Jorge Pin Castillo School.
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half hours of instruction time each day.”
The computer teacher assisted them in the
classroom, giving up his own class time for
the science classes.

Day 9:
Thursday, Jan. 4, 2007
Today was our first day of class.
It went really well. We decided to
start with the very basics: “What
is science?” “What does a scientist
do?” “This is a microscope,” and
the rules for using a microscope.
We also did an activity … where
the students had to figure out how
to balance 12 nails on the top of
a nail. We used this exercise to
demonstrate how scientists use
trial and error to problem-solve,
and that sometimes it is necessary
to look outside the box to find
answers.

In the ensuing weeks, the children and
their visiting teachers immersed themselves
in science, with the classes conducted
entirely in Spanish. They studied crystal formation by making rock candy, hypothesized
about the density of objects in a float sink,
examined tiny sea creatures under a microscope, and created “volcanic eruptions”
with baking soda and dyed vinegar.
“The kids loved it—they were very excited,” said Day. “We had them out of their
seats most of the time, doing experiments.”
Added Sanders: “When it was time for science class, they would all come running
over from the other building.”
This interactive, hands-on approach was
new to the Ecuadorian children, who usually learn by rote. “The teacher writes
it on the board, and they write it down,”
said Day.
By sparking an interest in science, Sanders
and Day also hoped to motivate students
to stay in school. In Ecuador, schooling is
compulsory—and free—only through grade
seven. Funding for education has dwindled
in recent years, Sanders said. Teacher pay
is low, and parents have to foot the cost for
many things, from soccer balls to school
repairs. Often, parents can’t afford to send
all their children to school at the same time.
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The pressures to drop out are intense.
“Parents’ acceptance of their children’s
independence and desire to keep studying is
a crucial part of what these science classes
were started for,” Sanders and Day wrote in
their project report.
In communicating with teachers and
parents, the Wheaton students were always
sensitive to cultural differences.
“During a teacher-parent meeting, Bree
and I presented our plan to include field
trips in the classes,” Sanders said. This was
also a new concept to the Ecuadorians. In
fact, some of the schoolchildren had never
left their hometown.
“I knew that it would be culturally insensitive, to the point of being rude, if we
did not ask the parents to pay for half of the
transportation costs. We had to wait out a
long debate about drivers, gas prices, road
conditions, and other (sometimes completely unrelated) topics, before the funds were
actually collected…. However, the debate
was completely routine, and in the end we
had the full support of both the parents and
the teachers.”

The road to Rio Chico
Francisco Fernandez de Alba, assistant professor of Hispanic studies, met with Sanders
when she was first developing the project.
A former social worker in a working-class
district of Madrid, Fernandez de Alba understood the nuances of grassroots efforts.
“In my view, the added strong point of
this project is that it treats the community
with respect, responding to its needs, and
… engaging within existing structures to
make sure the program continues for years
to come,” Fernandez de Alba said. “Evelyn
does not arrive at the community as an
expert with answers to all its problems,
but rather becomes part of the community,
participating and sharing her knowledge
and her work, and just as important, learning from the people with whom she has
worked.”
Russell Williams, assistant professor of
economics, learned about the project when
Breann Day was a student in his introductory macroeconomics course last fall. “It is
amazing that Breann and her friend conceptualized this project, researched relevant

The students tried to solve a nail puzzle on the first day of class, as Evelyn Sanders ’08 (left) and
Breann Day ’07 looked on. No one figured out how to balance 12 nails on the head of one nail,
but Day observed: “The younger kids got much closer to the answer than the older kids, possibly
because they have a more creative outlook.”

issues, raised money for it themselves, and
then carried it out,” he said. “In a liberal arts
institution, we hope we produce students
who are capable of seeing and doing things
in new ways that enhance life on this
planet…. There are occasions when we
have the opportunity to support and witness
experiences during a student’s undergraduate years that transform both the student and
the social, political or physical environment
in important places outside the college.”
To help finance their program and give it
weight, the two students sought to partner
with an established non-profit and work under its fiscal umbrella. Sanders’ parents were
longtime supporters of SeedTree, a Mainebased organization focusing on reforestation
in the developing world. Her father asked
Carol Kinsey, SeedTree’s executive director, whether she would consider supporting
Evelyn’s efforts on behalf of Rio Chico in the
Manabi Province of Ecuador.
The project was a stretch for SeedTree,
which had only recently begun to expand
into environmental education, but Kinsey
took a chance and awarded the students a
grant of $1,000.
“It was Evelyn’s own action that won me,”
said Kinsey. “Evelyn followed [her father’s]
call with a letter and CD showing her work
in developing a computer lab for the school
in Rio Chico. I was impressed by her initiative, and her attention to documentation.…
Evelyn and Breann both excelled in that.”
The students also got donations from family and friends and sought help from their
high school, St. James School in Maryland.
The school agreed to donate a Roman scale,
a dissecting microscope, and lab supplies,
and science teacher Doug Otto offered ideas
for simple science experiments.

Into the field
Beyond the classroom, the Wheaton
students and the children explored their
region’s natural environment on three field
trips, expanding their awareness of conservation. They went on a guided tour of Canta
La Piedra, an eco-tourism reserve, where
they discussed global ecological awareness
and viewed a slideshow on Ecuadorian
wildlife. (When they spoke with a visiting biologist there, “the kids were enthralled with
his job and asked tons of questions,” Day

Field trips included a visit to the beach to study tide pool ecosystems (top) and a trip to the Mirador
overlook near Rio Chico to learn how to use telescopes. Bottom right, Evelyn Sanders demonstrates
the use of a Roman scale.

wrote.) They visited the local beach, where
they picked up litter, collected marine
specimens and studied vernal pools. At an
overlook near Rio Chico, they learned how
to use telescopes to observe the landscape.
Sanders and Day were aiming high.
As they would later write in their project
report, they wanted no less than “to help
raise a generation of environmentally
conscious men and women that have an
interest in conservation and the knowledge to do something about it.” They were
surprised to learn that the children had
never been exposed to such basic concepts

as water conservation or pollution and
its harmful effects on plants and animals.
Rio Chico is a simple agricultural community where residents grow all their own
food. Two decades ago, many of them
were living in the mountains and were
self-sufficient.
“They’re in a rapidly modernizing world,
and they don’t have a way to modernize
with it,” said Day, who noted that the community doesn’t even have a trash disposal
system. She and Sanders talked to the children about how individual choices affect
the environment. “We said, ‘Maybe you
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The children boiled water and sugar
to make rock candy crystals and
learned how to use a Roman scale,
donated to the program by Sanders
and Day’s high school.

shouldn’t throw your trash on the ground.
That’s called littering, and that causes
pollution.’”
Life is changing for the younger generation of Ecuadorians, but it’s a world of contrasts, she said. “They have dirt floors and
cell phones; a DVD player, but no running
water.”
As their stay in Rio Chico drew to an end,
Sanders and Day talked with the school’s
teachers about how the community could
take over the program. The teachers hoped
to find a local student to teach the classes.
Enter Maximiliano Medina Nuñez, a former
teacher at the school who is now studying reforestation at the University of Puerto
Lopez. “Maxi” agreed to teach the science
classes twice a week for a year, doing an
experiment in every class. In exchange, the
Wheaton students would pay his college tuition ($50 a month) from the money they’d
raised. They also left funds for field trips and
supplies.
Sanders and Day now send Maxi lesson
plans via e-mail, and he sends them biweekly progress reports. The classes and the
field trips are going well. “We went to the
museum, where they gave us an informal
lecture about how our ancestors lived, and
where the first archeological pieces were
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found,” Maxi recently wrote (in Spanish).
“We returned to the Mirador overlook, and
we are actually making a small garden at
the school where we are planting tomatoes, peppers and herbs.”

Day 22:
Wednesday, Jan. 17, 2007
Today was our last day of class….
We did a dissection of a fish head….
Fish are the primary protein/meat
food source in this community, so
the kids were familiar with their
general anatomy and were not
squeamish about touching them….
Tomorrow we are leaving early in
the morning…. We said our goodbyes to all of our students. They
were really sad…. In fact, our
second class refused to leave. They
sat at their seats and we had to
finally make them leave so we could
have our last class. It is really sad
to be leaving now, but I feel that
we have found a good teacher to
continue the program, so I know
the kids will continue to learn and
achieve a solid grounding in science
for—if they are lucky enough to get
the opportunity to go—high school.

No one knows whether the program will
endure beyond the first trial year, but the
Wheaton students believe the children have
begun to develop “a new global perspective
about the environment that will help them
protect it.”
Adds Carol Kinsey of SeedTree: “Love of
nature is the foundation of wanting to preserve it. I am sure Evelyn and Breann have
contributed to the love of nature, and the
wondrous confidence that we can deepen
our knowledge and understanding of nature
through observation and experimentation. I
congratulate them.”
“It’s a learning experience,” said Sanders.
“If it doesn’t work out, we will want to
figure out why, and if it does, we will want
to know what we can do to improve it and
implement it in other schools.” The students
are now making plans to raise money to start
programs in two neighboring villages.
The journey continues. Q

Ecuador sits astride the equator in the
northwest of South America. It is bordered by
the Pacific Ocean on the west, Colombia to the
north, and Peru to the east and south. Roughly
the size of Oregon, Ecuador is one of the most
biodiverse regions on earth, encompassing
coastal areas, tropical forests, volcanic peaks,
mountains and desert. “On average, the
ecosystem changes every 10 miles in Ecuador,”
wrote Day in her journal. The Galápagos Islands,
about 600 miles west of the mainland, became
part of Ecuador in 1832.

Couple teach and learn together in Ecuador
By Ted Nesi ’07
nine-month sojourn has been an excellent
post-graduate experience. “Not only did our
Wheaton education prepare us for this, but
it led us to it,” says Jackson, who credits the
college’s language requirement with convincing both to continue studying Spanish
after high school and, eventually, to become
Hispanic studies majors.
They discovered the Tonsupa program,
which is run by the Boston-based non-profit
group United Planet, during Jackson’s senior
year. They were researching volunteer op-
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children we have come into contact with
are amazing.”
a
uc
It hasn’t all beenCaperfect, of course. The
pair said they were shocked by the rampant
corruption in the region and dismayed by
the abject poverty in which so many live.
Most people earn only $10 to $15 a day.
Living in Ecuador has also taken some
getting used to. The temperature hits between 80 and 95 degrees year-round. Their
school has bamboo walls, a tin roof, a dirt
floor and an outhouse for a bathroom.
Still, Duffy and Jackson agree that their

Apure

Lots of couples stay together after they
graduate from Wheaton, but Erin Duffy ’05
and Taylor Jackson ’06 stand out. Since last
September, the pair of star scholarathletes—Duffy in soccer, Jackson in
lacrosse—have been volunteering at a
primary school in Tonsupa, a tiny fishing
village on Ecuador’s northern coast.
During the winter months, heavy rains
drench Tonsupa and other Ecuadorian towns
that border the Pacific Ocean, forcing
schools to close from mid-January to April.
To fill the gap during those months, Duffy
and Jackson created a daily program at the
school offering the village children English,
geography, art, music and sports.
The program was “a huge success,” Duffy
says, attracting about 45 children each day.
“Our main goal in running this vacation
school was to give local children a place
to be children during the winter months
instead of getting a job, working at home,
or getting into trouble,” she explains. “The
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Learning.
“Being Wheaton graduates, we both know
that we are very fortunate young people,”
Jackson says. “Basically, we have what many
people in the world don’t. After a great
four-year experience, Erin and I decided that
it was our obligation to help less fortunate
people.”
Neg
ro
They have certainly made an impact on
the children of Tonsupa. “Nearly every
morning when we arrive at school,” Duffy
says, “some of the students come and greet
Japura
us at the main road, while others wait at the
building with big smiles and excitement in
their eyes.”
IcaJackson are uncertain
Right now Duffy and
about what they want to do next,
A ma
although
zon both hope to continue working
with children. But they agree that the experience has “both challenged and strengthened
our relationship,” Jackson says. “We’ve
learned to respect each other’s space more,
since we spend pretty much every second
side by side.” Q
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Forget
the

stork!

Children’s author Robie H. Harris ’62
gets real with the birds and the bees.
28 Wheaton Quarterly
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Illustrations by Michael Emberley

Once upon a time in 1967, children’s book author Robie Heilbrun Harris ’62 was
working on a segment for the famed children’s show, Captain Kangaroo. She and her cowriters were simply explaining what is found in a bathroom. Suddenly, they were called
on the carpet. Lawyers for the network said they had written an inappropriate word into
the script. Baffled, the writers asked: What word?
Toilet.

the neighborhood to play. That was long before there was a

“We argued by using the word toilet that nothing terrible

sex offender registry or AIDS. Today, parents have a harder

would happen emotionally or psychologically to any young

time keeping their children safe and making sure they grow up

child who watched the segment,” said Harris, recently recall-

healthy. And children are more challenged by the complexities

ing the story. They lost the battle. The word was not used.

of the world.

“Now, look what I write about,” said Harris, standing in her
Boston-area kitchen laughing.
Harris and her latest book, It’s Not the Stork! A Book

children, a grandmother and a writer who is deeply interested in
child development, she has devoted herself to helping children

About Girls, Boys, Babies, Bodies, Families, and Friends, were

and families through her picture books and nonfiction. Her writ-

featured this year on NBC’s Today Show. The American Library

ing—along with illustrations by Michael Emberley—candidly

Association (ALA) named it a 2007 Notable Children’s Book

answers those tough questions about sex and sexual health. (She

for all ages.

is among many talented Wheaton alumnae/i who write books

The author has received many honors. It’s Perfectly Normal:
Changing Bodies, Growing Up, Sex & Sexual Health (first pub-

for children and adolescents, including Jean Guttery Fritz ’37,
Helen Masson Copeland ’42, Susan Meddaugh Foster ’66, Kathy

lished in 1994) for children age 10

Polka Mackel ’72 and Libby Koponen

and up was a New York Times Book

’73.)

Review Notable Book of the Year and

“Harris intelligently and forthright-

a Publisher’s Weekly Best Book of the

ly deals with sensitive and significant

Year. The book has been translated

subjects,” said Rita Auerbach, chair

into 28 languages. In Mongolia, edu-

of ALA’s 2007 Notable Children’s

cators give It’s Perfectly Normal for

Books Committee. “Her books en-

free to middle school students, Harris

gage the interest of young readers, re-

said. And Harris’ It’s So Amazing! A

spect their curiosity and embrace the

Book about Eggs, Sperm, Birth, Babies,

diversity of contemporary society.”

and Families (first published in 1999)

Michael Dwyer

Information is the key in Harris’ mind. A mother of two grown

The fact that It’s Perfectly Normal

for children age 7 and up has also

and It’s So Amazing! touch so many

received rave reviews and numerous

cultures “confirms that many educa-

awards.

tors, parents and clergy everywhere

The world has changed since the

want what we all want and that is to

early days of Captain Kangaroo when

keep our kids healthy,” said Harris.

a parent could leave doors unlocked
and safely send their children into

In addition to straight-forward talk
about the human body, Harris deals
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with the emotional experiences of childhood—death

library boards. Harris calls these librarians “heroes.”
“I’m told that my books on sexual health are in most public

(Goodbye Mousie),

and public school libraries. If any parent does not want their

separation anxiety

child to take out one of my books, that’s fine. But no parent has

(Don’t Forget to
Come Back!),
the fear of being displaced by
a new baby in the
family (Mail Harry

the right to have the books removed from the library shelves,
so that they are not available to the children whose parents do
want their children to have the information in my books.
“So I spend a lot of my time speaking out about this. I would
never, ever say that every school, library or household in
America should have my books. But in our democracy, anyone

to the Moon!) and being down-

or any institution that chooses to have them should have the

right angry (I’m So Mad!).

right to have them.”

“The kinds of emotions kids

Sitting in a comfortable chair with her stocking feet on an ot-

deal with—love, joy, fear, jeal-

toman, Harris traces her writing route from majoring in English

ousy, anger, even hate—are the

at Wheaton to becoming an acclaimed writer with more than

same ones we deal with through-

25 books in print and a speaker who travels the country. She

out our lives,” said Harris. “When

is such a natural storyteller that it is no wonder she ended up a

children read books that mirror

writer, though she initially planned to become a teacher.

their feelings, it reassures them.”

She was editor of her high school newspaper and editor of

However, the author’s willingness to address sensitive

the Wheaton College yearbook. After college, she taught in

subjects like sex doesn’t sit well with some. In 2001, 2003

New York City and was a member of the Bank Street Writers

and 2005, It’s Perfectly Normal and It’s So Amazing! made the

Lab. She helped to put together one of the first 13 Head Start

list of books that were most frequently challenged by activists

programs in the country. She co-produced and directed a film

seeking to pull objectionable works from libraries and school

called Child’s Eye View, which chronicled the daily lives of

curricula, according to the ALA. Some people apparently

economically disadvantaged children in Hell’s Kitchen.

would love to return to the Captain Kangaroo days.
Harris is in good company. Works by Toni Morrison, J.D.
Salinger, John Steinbeck and J.K. Rowling also appear on

Her books on sexuality came about after an editor asked
her to write a book about HIV/AIDS for elementary school age
children.

the lists. However, she laments the time and energy librar-

“I had just finished some picture book texts that he was

ians across the country have to spend fighting challenges to

publishing and we began to talk about the state of children

her books and defending their professional decisions before

and teens in America and all of the issues they would be

It’s Perfectly Nornal. Text Copyright © 1994 by Bee Productions, Inc. Illustrations copyright © 1994 by Bird Productions, Inc. Reproduced by permission of the publisher,
Candlewick Press, Inc., Cambridge, MA. Don’t Forget to Come Back! Text copyright © 1978 by Robie H. Harris and 2004 by Bee Productions, Inc. Illustrations copyright © 2004
Harry Bliss. Reproduced by permission of the publisher, Candlewick Press, Inc., Cambridge, MA. Goodbye Mousie. Athenium Books for Young Readers, Margaret K. McElderry
Books, Simon & Schuster Children’s Publishing. I’m So Mad. Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, Hachette Book Group U.S.A.
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facing, and that HIV/AIDS was one of those issues.’’
To talk about the issue, Harris believed that kids needed

educators, pediatricians, mental health professionals and
clergy. It’s Perfectly Normal was first published in 1994, but

information on many different topics, including HIV/AIDS.

she constantly updates it as new and important scientific

So she wrote It’s Perfectly Normal to address questions about

information emerges.

everything from conception and puberty to birth control
and AIDS.
Growing up in Buffalo, N.Y., Harris always got honest an-

In her sunny kitchen, she often spreads out book illustrations
to make sure they coordinate well with the words. (Many of
her books have been illustrated by Emberley; others by award-

swers to her questions. Her father was a physician; her mother

winning illustrators, including Molly Bang, Jan Ormerod,

had been a biology major. “My mom told me the facts of life.

Nicole Hollander and New Yorker cartoonist Harry Bliss.) Each

And my parents told me that they were people that I could

day, she reads the text that she has written aloud as if to an

come to to ask questions. They made adolescence as easy as

audience of children. She wants to make sure the phrasing and

possible.”

pace of each book is perfect.

However, Harris knows not everyone is so comfortable
with these topics.
“For many parents, just the idea of thinking of your child as

Harris clearly does not plan to slow down. She carries
around a notebook jotting down the language and speech patterns of the children she overhears. She already has new books

a sexual being is very difficult. And if you begin to think about

in the works that will be released over the next three years.

the adolescent years, it gets even more difficult,” she said.

And as always, her focus continues to be “in the best interest

“But the point is: if we educate our kids about their bodies and

of the child.”

about what they can do to stay healthy, it really helps them

However, no matter how many books she writes, she is com-

navigate those waters. For those parents who may have had a

peting with the last. “I’m proud of all of my books. But I hope

traumatic experience, or for various cultural or religious rea-

every book I write is better than the last one,” she said. Q

sons are not able to talk about sexuality but want to give their
kids accurate information, books can be one way to share the
information.”
When parents talk to children about topics they deem

Web extra: The Quarterly previously featured stories by and
about authors Susan Meddaugh Foster ’66 and Jean Fritz ’37. To
view the stories, please visit www.wheatoncollege.edu/quarterly.

tough, just keep things simple, Harris said.
“A five-year-old may ask, for example, ‘How do babies get
inside Mommies?’ or ‘How did I get inside you?’ You can answer very simply at first: ‘An egg from a woman’s body and a
sperm from a man’s body get together inside a woman’s body,
and after many months grow into a baby.’ Then the
child may ask: ‘Well, how did the sperm get inside
a woman’s body?’ And when asked, that’s a question we need to answer. If we don’t answer our kids’
questions, what we’re saying to them is what you’ve
asked is wrong, dirty or bad.”
The danger comes when children have no information or get misinformation, she said. And it is never too
soon to start. She and illustrator Michael Emberley are
working on a new book for children 2½ to 4 years old
that will name the body parts—all of them.
And make no mistake, Harris knows her business.
She spends a lot of time researching and vetting the
text and illustrations in her books with experts—parents,
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Finding time for balance
Alumnae/i Association board
members who generously volunteer their time to give back to
Wheaton come to the table with
major professional accomplishments and invaluable expertise.
This is the first in a series of stories
focusing on them.
—Monique Shire Slap ’81,
President, Wheaton College
Alumnae/i Association

Recently driving from his
Connecticut home to New Jersey
to see a client, Christopher
McAllister ’94 made a confession via cell phone: He relies on
his BlackBerry.
That would shock those who
knew him during his time at
Wheaton when he was not enamored with technology. “I was
one who was a staunch resister to

the whole e-mail culture. Now,
I’ve gotten to the point that,
because I do so many different
things, I have to block out time.”
In today’s demanding world,
time is precious. But McAllister
and other alumnae/i board
members—Lou Ann Daly ’76,
Becky Hemperly ’88 and Nancy
Rossiter Mobley ’75—say they
chisel it out from their overly
busy professional and family
lives because they feel they owe
Wheaton. And, as McAllister
noted, they are practicing one of
the values learned here: “Life’s
about finding balance.”
He is an area sales manager
for Flight Options, a subsidiary
of Raytheon that sells fractional
ownership of private jets. He
also helps run a farm with his

father. He coaches his 7-yearold daughter’s sports teams as
well as volunteers at her school.
And, oh yeah, he’s the national
Annual Fund chairman.
Mobley, who chairs the
board’s nomination committee, is
the CEO of Insight Performance,
Inc. She started the award-winning human resources consulting
firm in 1995 seeking life balance
when her two daughters were
young. She rises at 5 a.m. to go
to the gym. She travels three
times a year, but loves being
home for big family dinners. “For
me, it’s truly family, friends and
finding some work you love and
trying to do the best you can
each day,” she said.
Hemperly is the director
of contracts and royalties for

Lou Ann Daly ’76

Nancy Rossiter Mobley ’75

Christopher McAllister ’94
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Becky Hemperly ’88

Candlewick Press. This year,
she has spent months leading
the development and implementation of a company-wide
database for the book publishing company. In addition, she
participates in a book club she
founded 15 years ago. She bikes
six days a week to stay in shape
for 50-mile-plus bike rides for
charity fundraisers.
Daly, who is also a member of the board of trustees,
co-owns two businesses.
Her Organization for Life
Architecture and Design
(O!LAD) works nationally and
internationally to help individuals and groups develop their
full potential. New Civilitea,
a Salem tea shop, extends her
personal development work on
a community level—all over a
cup of tea.
“Tea has nurturing benefits,”
she said. “It causes people to
slow down because for one
thing it doesn’t brew in 30
seconds. It causes people to take
care of themselves a bit because
they have to make space for it in
their lives.”
That’s important to maintain
balance. Daly herself takes
several days a month to be in
total silence to reflect. “You
have enough time in life to do
what you care most about,” said
the woman who also has found
time to write a book that she
currently is seeking to publish.
Hemperly agrees. “We are all
busy, but it’s about prioritizing
what matters,” she said. “I come
back to Wheaton to recharge my
batteries. People think it’s a selfless thing I’m doing to volunteer.
But it feels like a very selfish thing
because I get so much out of it. I
draw a lot of energy from participating and helping an institution I
care very much about.” Q

A sense of place in black and white

Award-winning photographer
Dorothy Kerper Monnelly ’58
has walked the salt marshes
of her North Shore town in
Massachusetts for more than 30
years. That has been more than
enough time for the environmental advocate to internalize
the significance and beauty

of these grassy strips located
between land and water.
“I live with my finger on the
pulse of this landscape. I adore
this place,” she says. “It’s a
place that gives me hope and
serenity and helps me to know
who I am. We all have places
like that.”
In her recently published
coffee-table-size book of blackand-white photographs Between
Land and Sea: The Great Marsh
(George Braziller, Inc., 2007),
Monnelly shows off these places
in hopes that they will inspire
people to protect nature.
She pushed for six years and
ignored piles of rejection letters
to get this book—her first—published. “I don’t give up easily,”
said the photographer, who
is known to carry around 35

pounds of equipment and trek
through rough terrain in the
predawn light to get the right
exposure for her images.
In the book, Monnelly captures the beauty of one of the
last natural ecosystems in the
Northeast with a large format
camera like the one used by
Ansel Adams. For a long time,
Monnelly had two cameras

around her neck—one loaded
with color film, the other black
and white. But she settled on
the latter.
“I’m really not taking a picture of a salt marsh. It’s a feeling of place, a sense of place.
It’s easier for me to convey the
sense of place without being
distracted by the color of the
grass.” Q
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The art of self-discovery
At one point in her life, Susan
Blair Brew ’77, an art and classics major at Wheaton, wanted
to be an archeologist. She didn’t
become one in the traditional
sense of exploring caves and
digging up ancient treasures.
But in a way, that’s what she is.
Brew runs art workshops that
help clients unearth hidden talents, desires, fears and wounds
that need healing. The paintings
created at her Pennsylvania
studio have nothing to do with
making pretty pictures. Instead,
they are about getting a clearer
image of self.
“It’s more like painting as
meditation,’’ said Brew. “You
are seeing your stuff come
through. Some of it is like, ‘Oh
boy, what the heck is that piece
of garbage flying by my eyes?’”
Brew’s work grew out of a
personal quest that initially
began with a need to heal her
body and ended with a desire to
fuel her creative soul.
In 1989, she seriously
injured her back trying to stop
her empty car from rolling out
of the garage without her. It
had mysteriously shifted out of
park. That injury led to many
therapies and workshops over

Artwork by Susan Blair Brew ’77
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the years that followed.
Before the accident, Brew
had been painting only what
she saw. As she recovered from
her accident, she began to paint
what she felt and she could
sense the healing powers of
paint.
A five-day workshop she took
in the Berkshires was the final
spark that revealed her current
focus.
“I was so blown away by the
power of the group work and the
basic nature of everyone in the
creative process and what it was
doing for everyone,” she said.
Now she helps others heal and
recapture a sense of play that
many lose somewhere along the
road to adulthood. There are no
rules in her studio. No expectations. “There is no right way or
wrong way,” she tells all clients.
At her studio, appropriately
named “Paint the Soul’s Dance,”
Brew has worked with adult
women and men, company employees, mothers and daughters,
clients recovering from mental
illness, children with autism.
Most recently, she has begun
to work with preteen girls to
make dolls as a way to address
self-esteem.

One client, Katie Zamolyi of
Pennsylvania, first took Brew’s
workshop at the urging of a
friend. When she walked in and
saw the brushes and canvases,
she assumed Brew was just an
art instructor and that this would
be just an art class.
By the end of it, she said she
was pleasantly surprised. “She’s
like a counselor, therapist,

artisan, friend. She represents
so much and is able to connect
on a lot of different levels,” said
Zamolyi, who took her co-workers to a second workshop.
“You go up there and it’s
therapeutic. It felt very good for
me afterward. I needed to let go
of some stuff and I didn’t even
know it.” Q
—Sandy Coleman

Richard Chase

Former Dean Elizabeth May turns 100
In 1964, President Lyndon B.
Johnson held a news conference in which he announced
several governmental appointments, including naming
Wheaton’s former economics
professor and dean Elizabeth
Stoffregen May to the board of
directors of the U.S. ExportImport Bank, where she served
for five years.
According to a transcript
from the American Presidency
Project, a reporter asked whether putting a woman on that
board was a first. “Yes,” said
President Johnson, “and a firstclass woman, too. We are very
proud to be able to get her.”
May recently celebrated her
100th birthday and she still
elicits the same kind of pride
and admiration from others.
Alumnae/i Association members sent her cards and letters
for her 100th and her family
gathered to celebrate with her.
Considered an honorary
member of Wheaton’s Class of
’62—the year the college gave
her an honorary Doctor of Laws
degree—May was a professor of economics and dean at
Wheaton from 1949 to 1964.
In 1955, she was acting
president while President
A. Howard Meneely was on
sabbatical for a semester, and
trustees charged her with developing a plan for expanding
the college, which she began,
said Paul Helmreich, college
historian and professor of history, emeritus.
In 1961 when Meneely died,
May served as acting president
until William C. H. Prentice
was inaugurated.
May was “a fine administrator—kind, caring, tough and
ambitious,” said Helmreich.

REGIONAL EVENTS

Boston | June 7

Wheaton Connections.
Networking for careers in
health services. Children’s
Hospital Boston, Pavilion
Conference Dining Room 132,
300 Longwood Avenue,
6 p.m.

Fairfield, Conn. | June 12
Bridgeport Bluefish vs. the
Long Island Ducks, Harbor
Yard, Bridgeport, Conn.,
7:05 p.m.

Boston | June 14

Boston Red Sox vs. Colorado
Rockies, Fenway Park,
7:05 p.m.

San Diego | June 24

Boston Red Sox vs. San Diego
Padres, Petco Park, San
Diego, 1:05 p.m.

“She has never, I think, gotten
the credit she deserved for
having been such an important
part of the real changes that
Wheaton started in the late fifties and carried on throughout
the sixties.”
Helmreich, who was hired
to the faculty by Dean May
in 1957, fondly recalls her
friendliness when he and his
wife and May and her husband
were required to chaperon a
Valentine’s Day dance in 1962.
“I hardly knew Mrs. May—
she was after all the acting
president and I was a very
young and green instructor.
But she and Geoffrey called
us up, saying that if we all had
to suffer through this ordeal
we might as well do it on a
good meal,” he said. “Despite
our pre-dinner anxieties, we
wound up having a delightful,
relaxing and enjoyable time.”
According to May’s friend
Audrey Ball, May still enjoys
herself. She lives in her home
in Harvard, Mass., still reads
her newspaper daily, and enjoys seeing the growth of herbs

and flowers in her greenhouse.
Though she left decades
ago, Dean May’s connection continues. The Elizabeth
S. May Faculty Lounge in
Mary Lyon Hall was named
in her honor. Her nieces and
a great-niece graduated from
Wheaton—Elizabeth Athey
’68, Susan Athey ’72 and Meg
Athey ’97.
Ann Bollman Goldsmith
’54, who lives in New York,
was May’s student while at
Wheaton and then became her
friend. They remain in contact.
Her fondest memories are of
May’s trips to New York as
a board member of a charity that helped Asian women
start businesses. Afterward,
Goldsmith and May would
walk for hours through the
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
“She would tell me about
the experiences she had had in
her lifetime,” said Goldsmith.
“She had been everywhere
you needed to be and she
always had a story to tell and
those were wonderful, nice
moments.” Q

New York City | June 26

Wheaton Connections.
Networking for Publishing,
Public Relations and
Communications. Offices of
the Associated Press, 450 W.
33rd St., New York, 6:30–
8:30 p.m.

Los Angeles | July 3

Wheaton night at the
Hollywood Bowl, 2301
North Highland Ave.,
Hollywood, Calif., time to be
determined.

Boston | July 22

Boston Red Sox vs. Chicago
White Sox, Fenway Park,
2:05 p.m.

Vermont | August 12

Summer Send Off for
accepted students, families,
current students and
alumnae/i, 197 Governors
Lane, Shelburne, Vt.,
2– 4 p.m.

Boston | September 27

Boston Red Sox vs. Minnesota
Twins, Fenway Park, 7:05 p.m.
For the latest events calendar, please
visit the Alumnae/i Association on
the Web at www.wheatoncollege.
edu/alum/association/events.
html. Also, for the list of Wheaton
clubs, regional contacts, and Filene
Center Liaisons, go to www.
wheatoncollege.edu/Alum/class/
clubcontacts.html
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Lost and found
By Andy Muller ’03
Last spring after a fire, I thought I had lost
everything. But I discovered that I still
have one of the most valuable things in my
life—friendship.
That realization began one quiet afternoon when I was drifting off to sleep while
watching an episode of Lost on DVD.
Someone furiously pounded on my apartment door. I could smell smoke. I opened
the door to see my neighbor standing in the
hallway, panicked.
“Get outta here,” he frantically shouted.
“Your house is on fire!”
I ran to my room and grabbed a sweatshirt
and a pair of sneakers. I considered grabbing my laptop and a few other personal
items, but thought better of it.
I was a few yards from the door when
the kitchen windows behind me shattered.
I felt an intense heat on my back and heard
a heavy crash that I later learned was the
refrigerator being blown across the kitchen
and into my bedroom door.
For a brief moment I thought I was on
fire. But I discovered that I was okay once
I was outside. In less than five minutes, my
house and the house next door had been
completely swallowed by the fire. Several
Worcester firefighters must have told me a
dozen times how lucky we were to be safe.
I managed to salvage three pairs of jeans
and a few books the next morning. Water,
fire or the intense heat had destroyed everything else.
64 Wheaton Quarterly

About a week later, Craig Zapenas ’01
and Pete Smith ’00 took me out for a few
beers and told me that they wanted to do
something to help. I received a small sum
from the American Red Cross and my boss
raised some money for me. I didn’t have
renter’s insurance and to say I was financially struggling at that point would be an
understatement. But those who know me
know that I can be excessively stubborn. I
wanted the satisfaction of getting back on
my feet without having to take handouts,
especially from my friends.
I refused their help and I thought I convinced them that I would be okay in a few
weeks, but I clearly underestimated them.
Pete and Craig established the “Andy
Muller Fire Relief Fund” and, with the help
of John Sutyak ’00, circulated my story
to Wheaton friends and classmates. The
resulting kindness and generosity were
overwhelming.

From left: Ryan Parker ’01, John Sutyak ’00, Andy Muller
’03, Craig Zapenas ’01 and Pete Smith ’00.

Scott Beattie ’03 and Leah Prokop ’02
took me out to dinner and offered their
spare bedroom whenever I needed a place
to stay. John Ablondi ’04 and Ryan Parker
’01 never failed to make me laugh, even if
it was at my expense. Holly Merbaum ’02
helped put things back in perspective and
checked in with me on a daily basis. Brian
Moran ’03 drove up from New York a few
weeks later for a night out with Tanya Lee
’03. Brea Walker ’02 and Megan Stauble
’02 have been there for me since freshman year and continue to be. Lissa Roberts
’02 sent me a thoughtful card and a plate
of cookies. Coach Eric Podbelski and the
baseball staff raised money from my former
teammates at a golf outing in October. I
received responses from former classmates
I knew well but had not heard from since
graduation and from people I did not know
personally while at Wheaton.
In October, Craig and Pete gave me a
check with the donations from alumnae/i.
The amount was staggering. I finally could
pay the bills that had been piling up. I was
back on my feet.
Escaping the fire by the skin of my teeth
did not affect me nearly as much as the
overwhelming response from my classmates. It is an incredible feeling to know
that your friends are there for you when
you have been knocked to the ground, and
it is one I hope everyone gets to experience
in their lifetime, though under positive
circumstances. Q

Mark your calendar

Homecoming
October 19–21, 2007
Wheaton’s family and alumnae/i weekend

Cheer at the varsity and alumnae/i athletic games.
Connect with Wheaton students, faculty and friends.
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for a
challenge?

Are you up

Roxanna Booth Cistulli ’90 stood before
members of the senior Class of 2007 and
talked about her days at Wheaton.
“I am grateful every day for the four years I
spent here, the people I met, the friends I made,
the ways I grew up and the person that Wheaton
helped me become,’’ she told them. “I want
others to have the same opportunity.’’
To make sure that happens, she issued a
challenge to the senior class: Beat the
90 percent Annual Fund participation record
set by her class in 1990 and she will match
every dollar.

Dania Diaz ’07 was inspired. “I felt a sense
of guilt, but also gratitude,’’ she said. “After
I realized how much the Annual Fund has
contributed to my education, I decided to give
back.’’ Diaz pledged to give. But she also spent
several hours a week telephoning parents and
alumnae/i to seek their contributions.
Cistulli hopes that her challenge and one
student’s response will provide a spark for the
senior class as well as encouragement for
everyone to make contributing a habit. “It’s a
great way to say thank you for what Wheaton
has given to you.’’

What are you going to do?
Contact the Office of Alumnae/i Relations and Annual Giving,
800-896-3145 (option 2) or visit www.wheatoncollege.edu/alum/giving.
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